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ABSTRACT
This investigation was aimed at establishing a
relationship between the optical spread function of four
common printing stocks (cast coat, enamel gloss, enamel dull
and ledger) and a Yule - Neilsen n value in predicting
physical dot Area, for offset lithographic printing. Using an
offset press each paper stock was printed with a test target
containing common screen frequencies at percent dot areas
from 5-90"/. and solid ink patches adjacent to each tint.
Using planimetry and macrodensi tometry , exact n values were
calculated for comparison with the measured spread function
of that same paper stock.
No relationship between the optical spread functions of
the printing stocks and a Yule
- Neilsen n value was found.
Coated stocks (i.e., cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull)
behaved differently than uncoated stock with respect to n
values. This was found to be due to irregular ink coverage
on the uncoated stock. n values were found to be screen
frequency dependent.
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Introduction
In the printing industry a continuous tone scale is
simulated by using halftone dots. The ability to reproduce
and maintain a given aim density (under a certain set of
press conditions) is essential to quality printing. Varying
halftone tint density is accomplished by varying the dot area
( 1 )
in the space under consideration . Maintaining constant
tint density requires a quick and accurate method of
monitoring the dot area during a press run. In the printing
industry today, this has been accomplished to a great extent
by the trial and error application of an n value to the Yule-
Neil sen equation.
The model of what happens to light as it interacts
(2)
with a. halftone dot pattern is a very complicated one
Consider a checkerboard pattern, in which the dot area is
507., on a white paper substrate. It should absorb less than
507. of the incident light, since the black dots never
totally absorb all of the light incident on them (i.e., there
is some reflection). However, such a. pattern usually absorbs
more than 507. of the incident flux and reflectance is less
than 507. (see figure 1).
50% Absorbed on Entering Paper
NX \\\N \\ V,N^L\I
Half of Remainder Absorbed on Leaving Paper
u " '. 1,
\ *t ti H \
Total Absorption =75%
Reflectance = 25%
Figure (1) Simplified concept of light interaction
with a halftone tint.
(2)
(2)
Yule and Neilsen conceptualized the interaction of
light with a halftone reproduction in four stages.
1. Allow one unit of light to reach the
reproduction. Some of the one unit is
reflected back (s), and (1-s) is not.
2. (1-s) is transmitted through the
surface and dot pattern. As a result a
fraction proportional to the dot area and
its transmi ttance is absorbed a*(l-Ts)
(where Ts) is the transmi ttance of the dot
and a is the dot area). This is what is
available to the paper surface (i.e.,
i-a*(l-Ts> ) .
3. A fraction of i-a*(l-Ts) is absorbed
by the paper.
4. That which is not absorbed by the
paper is diffused by it and after
internal reflections re-emerges from the
surface. Here it again takes another
trip through the dot pattern, which again
absorbs l-a*(l-Ts>.
(2)
According to Yule and Neilsen , the fraction of incident
light which emerges is found by multiplying all the above
events together and adding in the surface reflectance. This
results in the following equation for the model of light
interacting with a halftone pattern (the equation gives the
reflection of a macroscopic area of a halftone pattern).
R=s+Rp(l-s) Cl-a(l-Ts) : (1).
The squared term denotes two trips through the pattern. Rp
is the reflectance of the paper, Ts is the transmi ttance of
the solid ink.
For practical measurement reasons, equation (1) can be
converted to contain density terms. The following is the
derivation of equation (1) in terms of density and in
addition the reasoning behind its further transformation from
the Murray - Davies, to the Yule - Neilsen equations.
Starting with;
R = s+Rp (1-s) :i-a(l-Ts) 1 (1).
Rp is omitted by considering the density of the paper to be
0. 0 (Rp=l) , thus,
R = s+(l-s) Cl-a(l-Ts) ] (2).
The value of s (the surface reflectance) depends on the
gloss of the paper and ink. It is never (according to Yule
and Neilsen) greater than 0.04, and if the surface is very
glossy it may be disregarded, leaving:
R = El-a(l-Ts) 1 (3) .
If a = 1.0 equation (3) becomes:
Rs = Ts
or
1/2
Rs = Ts
Where Rs is the reflectance of the solid ink. Converting now
to the more practical density form:
1/2 2
R = Cl-ad-(Rs) ) 1 (4) .
Since Ds = -log(Rs)
1/2
D = -21ogCl-a(l-(Rs) ) D (5).
1/2
Since Ds/2 = -l/21og(Rs), then Ds/2 = -log(Rs) : and -Ds/2
1/2 (-Ds/2) 1/2
= log(Rs) , leaving 10 = (Rs)
(-Ds/2) 1/2
By substitution of 10 for Rs in equation 5, we now
arrive at the Murray- Davies equation:
D = -21ogCl-a(l-antilog (-Ds/2) 1 (6).
(2)
Yule and Neilsen substituted a compensating
factor n in the Murray-Davi es equation to make the calculated
results more closely fit the observed data for a diffusing
substrate. This results in what is termed the Yule-Neil sen
equation :
D = -n log CI -ad -anti log (-Ds/n) 1 (7).
Equation (7) is widely used in the printing industry today to
predict the density from the physical dot area of a halftone
print.
(3)
It has been demonstrated by Pearson , that the
value of n depends on the following parameters (listed in
order of their significance in contributing to the value of
n) :
1. The spread function of the paper.
2. The halftone screen frequency (v) .
3. Dot area (a) .
4. Solid ink density.
Because the Yule-Neil sen equation is based on such a
simple model of what happens in a halftone print; it is not
able to predict densities or physical dot areas accurately
unless a correct value is chosen for n . For that reason
(4) (5)
various researchers (Wakeshima and Kunishi , Lembeck ,
(6)
Ruckdeshel and Hauser ) have chosen to take different
approaches to the modelling of the equation, or to the
prediction of an n value for the existing equation.
The Yule-Neil sen observation that light entering a
halftone print may exit at another point has been
(6)
characterized by Ruckdeshel and Hauser in terms of the
convolution of the point spread function of paper (i.e.,
uncoated paper) with the halftone pattern. This gives rise
to the following equation:
I (x) = I(x') G(x-x> ) d: (8)
Where x' indicates the position of the incident light, x
represents the position of the exiting light, 1 (>.<' )
represents the halftone pattern and G(xx7) represents the
point spread function. Most observed halftone patterns can
be approximated by a repeating rectangular wave in one
dimension (see figure 2) .
,i_
Tmo
Tmln
FIGURE 2. Repeating rectangular wave.
(6)
For this reason a Fourier series representation of the
halftone pattern (see equation 9) can be substituted for
I(x') in equation (8).
T(x) = Tmin + (Tmax-Tmin)
m
1 2 *> (-1) mfM 2/fTmx
- + - ^> sin cos
L
/H"
mv=i m 2L L
(6)
(9)
Ruckdeschel and Hauser have also reported that a
normalized Gaussian function fits observed data quite well
for an uncoated paper spread function, G(x-x'), and is of the
form:
Gg(x-x') = exp[-(x-x') /6 1
/fT6~
(10)
If the transmission of the ink layer is T(x) and the incident
light intensity is Io, then the light intensity pattern
returning from the paper can be represented as:
J ( x ) = T ( x) f la
oo-s
T(x' )G(x-x' )dx (11)
They further state that the average reflection of a length of
image having dimension 2x becomes:
X
R = l/2x / J (x)dx (12) .
Substitution into equation (11) of the normalized Gaussian
(i.e., equation (10) ) for G and the Fourier series
representation of the halftone pattern (i.e., equation (9) >
for T yields the light intensity pattern for a screen
halftone. Integration of equation (12) results in the
Ruckdeschel and Hauser equation for the reflectance of a
screen halftone (see equation (13) ).
R = Cl-Ca(l- \/lRd) :
Ca(l-Ca) (1- \/Rd)
x + S
El-Cad- \/Rd) 1
(13)
Where 1 /L = line repetition frequency, Ca = area coverage
(i.e., 1- 1/L), Rd = one way dot transmi ttance and S = the
series raitio resulting from the integration of equation (11)
(see equation (14) ).
sin (m-TTl/L)
m
exp[-(mTT6/L) 1
S (14) .
;in (m-fTl/L)
m
Setting equation (13) equal to the Yule - Neilsen (i.e.,
equation (7) ) in which n = 2, an improved number for n can
(6)
be calculated by solving the following equation :
8
n = 2.
log Cl-Ca(l- \/pd) 1
1/n
log El-Cad- (Rd) )]
Ca (1-Ca) (1 - vW
log 1 +
Cl-Ca(l - /Rd)]
1/n
log El-Cad - (Rd) ) 1
(15)
(6)
According to Ruckdeschel and Hauser equation (8) may be
simplified for screens in which the transmi ttance of the dot
approaches zero (i.e., Rd=0) , and for small area, coverages
where Ca and 1 /L both approach zero. Under this condition S
becomes approximately exp (- "1T6/L) , where
6"
i s the paper
spread function width. This results in the following
equation for the improved prediction of n:
n = 2-exp (-TT6*/L) (16).
For G - 0. 1mm the values of n show a good fit at low area
coverages on uncoated paper. For high and middle fractional
areas, respectively, equation (8) reduces to the following
equati one:
n = 2-CS/El+Ca(s-l) 11 (17)
n = 2-LnCl+exp <- 1T67L/ 1 . 23) 1 (18)
(6)
Ruckdeschel and Hauser based on their argument (presented
above) and experimental results, have reported the following
information. For Xerox 4024 DP paper, the Yule Neilsen
equation is, in principal, adequate in approximating the
relationship between average reflection density and area
coverage. However, since n becomes increasingly dependent on
area coverage in shadow and highlight areas, the Yule-Neilsen
equation should not be used for prediction in these areas.
Tone reproduction properties as affected by light scattering
properties can be specified by
6"
the spread function
di stance.
The distance
6"
was obtained by measuring the reflectance
profile of a blackened razor edge placed in close contact
with the paper substrate. However, no reference to the
illumination of the paper substrate was given.
(7)
Yule, Howe and Altman have reported in detail about a
device for measuring the spread function of papers. This
(8)
device is very similar to that of F.C. Eisen . The very
important difference is in the edge that is projected. Yule,
Howe and Altman chose to use a low contrast edge made on a
high resolution photographic plate. A luminance ratio
between the two sides of this edge could be selected so that
it is within the linear operating range of the instrument's
light detection system.
10
They also proposed that with such a device the direct
measurement of the spread function could be made on any paper
stock. The basis of this method is the fact that if a knife
edge is projected by an optical system onto the paper, the
intensity distribution across the edge is equal to the
integral of the line spread function.
E(x' )= fA(x)dx (19)
-ooJ
(7)
Yule, Howe and Altman have suggested that if the spread
function is Gaussian than only a single number describing its
width is an adequate description. They also point out that
if the spread function of the instrument is not narrow,
(measured by scanning a naninternal ly diffusing medium) this
system spread function should be removed from the data.
Based on spread function measurements made on their
scanning device and the printing of a halftone screen test
target on four papers (baryta coated, titanium dioxide
(7)
coated, cast coated, and uncoated) Yule, Howe and Altman
have reported the following results. Reflection densities of
halftone tints were highest for papers with the widest spread
functions and where high screen frequencies (i.e., greater
than 133 lines/in.) were used. There is a definite
correlation between the width of the spread function and the
difference between the equivalent and actual dot area. Also,
the change in tone scale due to light spreading is
proportional to the ratio of the spread function width to the
11
screen period. This causes papers with wide spread functions
to produce higher highlight contrast, darker middletones and
flatter shadows.
It. may be argued that the Yule-Neilsen model is too
simple an explanation of what happens to light in a halftone
print. However, the Yule-Neilsen equation has proved
(3)
adequate in predicting the relationship between
reflection density and physical dot area, provided the
correct n value can be found. The principle factors in
contributing to n are the following, ranked in their order of
(3)
importance :
1. Paper spread function
2. Halftone screen frequency (v)
3. Dot area (a)
4. Solid ink density (Ds)
Paper spread function can be measured using a device similar
(7)
to that described by Yule, Howe and Altman . Screen
frequency does not change as a result of the offset
(9)
lithographic printing process . The percent dot area of
the halftone tint can be measured accurately by use of a
(9)
planimeter . Using a reflection densitometer, the solid
ink density of a halftone dot can be determined by measuring
a large enough area of printed solid ink adjacent to the
(9)
halftone tint under consideration
The objective of this research (using the above measured
parameters) is to establish a relationship between the
12
optical spread function of four common printing stacks (cast
coated, enamel gloss, enamel dull and ledger) and a Yule
Neilsen n value in predicting physical dot area -for offset
lithographic printing. By establishing this relationship, n
values can be determined for paper stacks prior to offset
lithographic printing by measurement of their optical spread
functions. Since the Yule - Neilsen equation affords quick
and accurate dot area calculation, provided the correct n
value is used, dot gain could then be monitored during a
press run using this approach.
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EXPERIMENTAL
PAPER SAMPLES
Table (1) lists the four paper stocks used in this
experiment along with their basis weights.
PAPER STOCK BASIS WEIGHT (GRAMS /SQUARE METER)
cast coat (MFG) 190
enamel gloss (MFG) 95
enamel dull (MFG) 103
ledger (MFG) 93
Table (1). Paper stocks and basis weights.
APPARATUS
Paper edge gradient measurements were made on a Xerax
scanning reflection Macro/Micro densitometer located in the
Microdensi tometry Laboratory of the Rochester Institute of
Technology. The following is a general description of the
components of this instrument:
1. A focusable head which contains the following:
a) A pellicle mirror and ground glass for focusing the
instrument on the sample.
b) A .1157 NA lens for the collection of reflected
flux from the sample.
c) A PMT (photomul tipl ier tube) is used for detection
of the reflected flux.
d) A wheel containing a variety of effective scanning
14
apertures.
e) A cylinder containing a variety of filters that can
be placed between the PMT and its incident flux.
2. The signal from the PMT is conducted by shielded cable
to a housing containing the following components:
a) An analog to digital converter for digital signal
readout from the PMT.
b) Gain controls for the calibration of the
instrument.
c) A logging circuit for digital density readings.
3. A scanning stage is located directly beneath the
instrument head and contains the following components:
a) A flat surface upon which the sample is placed.
b) Stepping motors which control the X-Y movement of
this stage.
The movement of the stage and collection of data is
controlled by a Wang computer interfaced to the instrument.
The following modifications have been made to this
(10)
instrument since its use by Brian T. Pridham :
1. An RCA 1P21 photomul ti pi i er tube was installed
replacing the original Hamamatsu R446. This tube is more
sensitive, allowing greater range in the measurement of
reflected flux.
2. The scanning stage (originally flat white) has been
painted flat black to eliminate reflection from the stage
back through the sample.
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3. A special illuminating system for the projection of a
low contrast edge has been mounted on the scanning stage.
This edge was made from a Kodak High Resolution Plate with
a transmission ratio from light to dark of 10:1 (see
appendix A for detailed description).
4. A Kodak Wratten #58 filter was mounted between the PMT
and its incident flux. This replaces the narrow banded
(530nm, 14nm bandpass) green filter. This increased the
operating range and signal to noise ratio of the
i nstrument .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Sample Measurement on Xerox Macro/Micro Densitometer:
From a 500 sheet batch of each stock (i.e., cast coated,
enamel gloss, enamel dull and ledger) edge gradient
measurements were made on the following:
1. The actual press sheet containing the printed halftone
test target.
2. An additional sheet of the same stock for comparison
to the press sheet measured above.
The procedure for edge gradient measurements is as follows:
1. The optical system of the reflection mi crodensi tometer
was focused on the paper sample.
2. The projection system was then aligned with the
optical system of the densitometer.
3. A series of scans were made at different edge
16
projection focus positions and the scan with the steepest
edge gradient was selected as representative of the paper
sample.
Printing of Halftone Paper Samples:
A ByChrome Percentage Scale on Film was used to make the
printing plate from which the test pattern was printed. This
percentage scale on film consisted of the following:
1. Halftone dot screens of 150, 133, 120, 110, 100, 85
and 65 lines/inch.
2. Each of the above screens has a range of percent dot
areas from 5-907..
The paper stocks were printed on a Heidelberg M0ZP 19 X 25.5"
offset lithographic press using Marathon Hard Dry Black ink.
From the printed halftone test pattern n values were
calculated for the following tints, on all four paper stocks
(see figure 3 for test pattern layout):
1. Line screens of 150, 133, 100 and 65 lines/in..
2. At percent dot areas of 10, 20, 40, 60 and 80.
17
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Figure (3) Test pattern layout
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DATA COLLECJION
Edge Gradient Measurements:
The stepping motor on the Xerox Macro/Micro densitometer
is computer controlled. A scanning program was written to
take advantage of this feature. The program finds the
projected edge on the instrument stage, backs off .5mm and
then scans the edge averaging 10 readings at each sample
position (see appendix B for program listing). Because the
sample positions are fixed at /\X = .0127mm apart, a scanning
aperture of 1 X .025mm was selected. This is equivalent to
(11)
sampling at the Nyquist Interval . According to Shannon's
sampling theorm the sampling interval /^X should be the
(11)
following :
AX ^ l/2Umax (20) .
The maximum spatial frequency (i.e., Umax) that can be imaged
by the selected scanning aperture (i.e., 1 X .025mm) is 40
cycles/mm. Substitution of this value for Umax in the above
equation allows for the fixed stepping increment of .0127mm..
For the purposes of establishing a relationship between
the spread function of each sample and a Yule - Neilsen n
value, a quantitative description of the behavior of incident
light in each sample is needed. The following paragraphs
describe the three quantitative values used and how they were
cal cul ated .
19
Corrected Spread Function Width:
From the reflection edge gradient measurements the
derivative (i.e., slope) between each step was calculated by
a computer program using equation (21) (see appendix C for
computer program listing).
Ders(I) = (Edge ( I ) -Edge (1+1 ))/. 0127 (21).
Where Edged) is an array containing the reflectance edge
gradient data and Ders(I) is an array containing the
calculated derivative between consecutive edge gradient
sample positions. By definition, the array Ders contains the
uncorrected sample spread function. This array was then
normalized (i.e., each value for Ders ( I ) was divided by the
value at Ders(I)max.) resulting in the uncorrected normalized
sample spread function. This uncorrected normalized sample
spread function contains the convolution of both the paper
and instrument spread functions. The width of the
convolutions of two functions is approximately the sum of the
(11)
two widths . Therefore, the width of the scanning
aperture (i.e., .025mm> was subtracted from the width of the
uncorrected spread function. This was used as the corrected
spread function width.
Area Under Uncorrected Spread Function:
The uncorrected normalized sample spread function was
then truncated at a. point on either side of the actual edge
and Fourier Transformed to frequency space by the use of a
20
discrete Fourier Transform DFT (see appendix D for computer
program containing DFT). Equati on (22) shows the definition of
the Fourier Transform using the uncorrected normalized sample
spread function, unssf.
-(i2/ftvx>
UNSSF (v) = unssf (x) exp dx (22).
Where UNSSF (v) = Fourier Transform of the uncorrected
normalized sample spread function unssf (x) and v = spatial
frequency (i.e., cycles/mm). A computer program using a. Fast
Fourier Transform calculates discrete Fourier Transform
values of UNSSF (v) (see appendix D -for program listing).
The criterion used to truncate the spread function is as
foil ows:
1. Approaching the edge the spread function was truncated
at the first point where the derivative approaches zero
and previous derivatives are no greater than points well
ahead of the projected edge.
2. After passage of the edge the spread function was
truncated at the first point where the derivative
approaches zero and subsequent derivatives are no greater
than points well behind the projected edge.
The area under the uncorrected normalized spread function is
equal to the integrated reflectance across the projected
edge. According to the Central Ordinate property of Fourier
(11)
Transforms ; the area under this uncorrected normalized
spread function before transforming to frequency space is
21
equal to the central ordinate of its Fourier Transform.
Therefore, this quantitative value was used for its ease in
comparison of relative differences in the integrated
reflectance across the projected edge between different paper
samples.
Spatial Frequency at 407. Corrected MTF:
Because of the difficulty in finding a. material that
would be an ideal diffuse reflector with no internal scatter
and high reflectance, the actual system (i.e., edge
progection system and Xerox Macro/Micro densitometer) spread
function could not be measured (see appendix E for materials
tried). The Fourier Transform of the uncorrected normalized
sample spread function UNSSF contains the Fourier Transform
of both the paper sample and the system. To find the Fourier
Transform of just the paper sample, the theoretical MTF
(Modulation Transfer Function) of the system, SYSMTF, was
removed from UNSSF in frequency space by division. The
following paragraphs describe how SYSMTF was calculated and
removed from UNSSF resulting in the corrected MTF.
The theoretical MTF of each lens in the system (i.e.,
.08 NA projection lens and .1157 NA collection lens) were
(12)
calculated using the Hufnagle formula for a diffraction
limited lens at 530nm (i.e., peak transmission wavelength of
the Wratten #58 filter). This formula was used instead of
the actual formula since its accuracy is +/- .003 of the
actual values and affords much easier MlF calculation. I he
formula i s as follows:
4
Ta(w) = 1 - 1.25(w/w0) + 0.25(w/w0) (23).
where w = radius frequency and wO = 2NA/ . 00053mm.
The Fourier Transform of the scanning aperture and its
resultant MTF were calculated by the following."
sine (,025v) (24) .
where v = spatial frequency (cycles/mm), .025 = scanning
aperture width in mm and sinc(.025v) = the following:
sin CiT.025v)
sinc(.025v) = (25).
"fT . 025v
Because an optical system can be considered a linear system,
the MTF of the entire system SYSMTF can be calculated by the
product of the individual MTF's frequency by frequency (see
appendix F for calculations).
The corrected MTF was obtained by complex division in
frequency space in the manner described by equation (26") (see
appendix D for computer program).
Corrected MTF(v) (26)
UNSSF (v)
SYSMTF (v)
The spatial frequency at which the corrected MTF = 0.4 is the
value reported as Spatial Frequency at 407. corrected MTF.
Calculation of Exact n Value:
From the printed samples the following measurements were
*See appendix D for comment on the asymmetry of the spread functions.
made and applied to the Yule - Neilsen equation to obtain the
exact n value.
1. In order to measure by planimetry the desired tint
areas the following procedure was used:
a) Photomicrographs were made on Polaroid film type 52
using a Nikon OPT I PHOT-POL microscope.
b) The following magnifications were used to get four
to six dots on a sheet of film.
Screen freq. lines/in. Magnification
150, 133 200X
100 160X
65 100X
c) Concentric circles were used to find the center of
each dot. The centers were connected by fine tip ink
pen .
d) The dots and areas inside the connected concentric
circles were measured by planimetry. The measured area
resulting from the connection of the centers of the
dots was used as the unit area. Percent dot area was
obtained through the division of the combined measured
dot areas by the unit area (see figure 4).
2. A K&E Compensating Polar Planimeter was used to
measure the dot and unit areas.
3. Tint density was measured on a Macbeth TR 927
reflection densitometer (using the green Wratten #61
filter). This filter was used because its transmi ttance
distribution closely resembles the Wratten #58 used to
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measure the edge gradients of the samples.
4. Solid ink densities were also measured on this
instrument, with the Wratten #61 filter.
5. The Yule - Neilsen equation was used with the above
measured areas and densities to calculate an exact n value
(using iteration) for the sample tint in question (see
appendix G, calculation of n values).
_UnL_ax.a.
Figure (4) Measurement of Percent dot area by planimetry.
LINEARITY OF THE MACBEJH AND XEROX M/M DENSITOMTTERSl
To ensure that the low contrast edge? (mentioned in the
apparatus section) with its transmission ratio of 10:1 would
be within the linear range of Xerox M/M densitometer and that
both instruments were operating in a linear range, the
following procedure was used:
1 A Kodak reflection gray scale with sufficient density
range to cover 107. transmission (i.e., reflection density
of 1.0 or greater) was measured on both instruments.
2. The density measurements from the Macbeth TR 927 were
plotted against the percent maximum reflectance readings
taken on the Xerox M/M densitometer. The results showed a
linear relationship (see appendix H) .
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RESULTS
Figures 5-12 contain graphs of the reflection edge
gradient, uncorrected normalized spread function and
corrected MTF's for the press sheet and additional sample of
each paper stock (i.e., cast coat, enamel gloss, enamel dull
and ledger) .
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Figure (5a) Edge gradient (i.e.,n) and
spread function for press sheet cast coat .
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Figure (5b) Edge gradient (i.e., a) and
spread function for cast coat.
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Figure(6b) Edge gradient (i.e.,D) and
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Figure (7a) Edge gradient (i.e.,D ) and
spread function for press sheet enamel dull
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Figure (8b) Edge gradient (i.e.,n) and
spread function for ledger.
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Figure(llb) Corrected MTF for enamel dull
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Table (2) contains the parameters used to describe the
behavior of incident light in the paper sample (i.e.,
corrected spread function width, area under uncorrected
spread function and spatial frequency at 407. corrected MTF).
The description of how these parameters were obtained from
the sample reflectance edge gradient data may be found in the
experimental section under data collection.
Sample
Corrected
width of
spread funct.
i n mm.
Area under
uncorrected
spread funct,
Spatial freq.
at 40"/.
corrected MTF.
cycles/mm
Press sheet
cast coat 0. 139 3.44 11.5
cast coat 0. 151 4 . 00 17.0
Press sheet
enamel gloss 0. 177 4.55 11.5
enamel gloss 0. 127 4.29 9.6
Press sheet
enamel dull 0. 135 4.75 9.8
enamel dull 0. 175 4.89 8.8
Press sheet
ledger 0 . 25 1 4.82 7.6
1 edger 0. 159 5.45 7.4
Sample
Average of the press sheet and additional
sample for each of the above parameters.
This gives a single numerical value
representing each parameter for each stock
cast coat 0. 145
enamel gloss 0.152
enamel dull 0.155
ledger 0.205
3.72
4.42
4.82
5. 14
14.25
10.55
9 . 30
7.50
Table (2) Parameters describing behavior of light in samples.
Table (3) contains the average of the press sheet and
additional sample in terms of basis weight and thickness
(measured by micrometer).
Stock Average basis Thickness (mm)
weight (grams/sq.m)
cast coat 190.0 2.03
enamel gloss 95.0 .76
enamel dull 103.0 .89
ledger 93.0 1.04
Table (3) Average basis weight and thickness for press sheet
and additional sample.
Table (3) shows that three of the printing stocks (i.e.,
enamel gloss, enamel dull and
ledger)"
are very closely
grouped in terms of basis weight and thickness; and
therefore, differ primarily in terms of surface texture. It
also shows that the cast coated stock is approximately twice
the basis weight and thickness of the other stocks.
Figure (13) shows the calculated exact n value for each
tint, plotted as a function of measured percent dot area, for
each screen frequency. The data and iteration used to
calculate the exact n value may be found in appendix G.
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During the measurement of the photomicrographs for the
determination of percent dot area, the following observations
were made about the relative behavior of the printed dots on
each of the printing stocks.
1. The edges of the dots were well defined on cast
coated, enamel gloss and enamel dull. Edges were very
ragged on the ledger stock. This was also shown by the
ability to make repetitive area measurements on the two
groups of printing stocks. For the group with well
defined edges (i.e., cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel
dull) a standard deviation of 0.002 fractional area was
obtained. For the ledger stock the standard deviation
rose to 0.01 .
2. Dots with well defined edges also had visually uniform
ink coverage throughout their interior. In the ledger
stock, the ink coverage in the dot interior was not
uniform.
D I SCUSS I ON
Behavior of the Q.aQer stocks with respect to a calculated n
val ue:
Figure (13) shows that n values for cast coat, enamel
gloss and enamel dull remain reasonably constant as a
function of measured percent dot area at all screen
frequencies. The average n value for cast coat, enamel gloss
and enamel dull is 1.56 with a standard deviation of 0.14.
For the ledger sample the average n value is 2.07 with a
standard deviation of 0.5 (see appendix G for the actual
calculated n values plotted in figure (13)). Since the
standard deviation of the n values for ledger is considerably
higher then the rest of the samples it suggests that ledger
behaves differently with respect to calculated n values.
To determine if indeed the ledger stock behaves
differently three ANOVAS (Analysis of variance) were
conducted with the calculated n value as the response
variable. Tables (4-6) contain the summary ANOVAS.
Significance of a source in its effect on n was determined by
an F test at an alpha risk of .05. In the discussion that
follows, all references to the Duncan Multiple Range
(13)
test , DMR, are for an alpha risk of .05.
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(cast coat, enamel gloss, enamel dull and ledger)
Summary ANOVA
SOURCE. SUM OF
SQUARES
SCREEN
FREQ. 1.01814
PAPER-
STOCK 5. 1635
DDT
AREA 1 . 0936
RESIDUAL 1 . 40047
DF MEAN
SQUARE
F
RATIO
339381
1.72117
8.72403**
44.2438**
4 .27339 7.02793**
36 .0389019
Table (4) Summary ANOVA for all paper samples. Note:
** means the source is significant at a 957. confidence level.
GR0UP1 (cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull)
Summary ANOVA
SOURCE SUM OF
SQUARES
DF MEAN
SQUARE
F
RATIO
SCREEN
FREQ. . 37 1 765 "T . 123922 15. 0628**
PAPER
STOCK .0315857 "~> .0157928 1.91 963
DOT
AREA . 180298 4 . 0450745 5.47883**
RESIDUAL . 197449 24 8.22703E-0:-
Table (5) Summary ANOVA for GR0UP1 (cast coat, enamel gloss
and enamel dull). Note: ** means the source is significant
at a 957. confidence level.
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SOURCE SUM OF
SQUARES
GR0UP2 (ledger)
Summary ANOVA
DF MEAN
SQUARE
F
RATIO
SCREEN
FREQ. 1 . 480
DOT
AREA 2. 110
RESIDUAL 1.39 12
4930 4. 26**
5280 4.56**
1158
Table (6) Summary ANOVA for GR0UP2 (ledger). Note: ** mean;
the source is significant at a 957. confidence level.
The summary ANOVA in table (4) is for cast coat, enamel
gloss, enamel dull and ledger. The following important
result may be extracted from table (4).
1. Paper stock has a significant effect on n value.
However, use of the DMR test shows the significance to be
due to the ledger stock. This confirms what may be
visually observed in figure (13), that ledger behaves
differently than the rest of the paper stocks with respect
to n. This result suggested breaking the papers into two
groups, GR0UP1 (cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull)
and GR0UP2 (ledger) .
The following are important results of table (5) which
contains the summary ANOVA for cast coat, enamel gloss and
enamel dull (GR0UP1). Ledger has been removed since it was
shown to be a significant contributor to n by the ANOVA in
table (4).
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1. Amongst paper stocks (i.e., cast coat, enamel gloss
and enamel dull) there is no significant effect on the
exact calculated n value. Therefore, with respect to n
value there is no difference between these paper stocks.
2. Screen frequency shows up as a significant source.
Use of the DMR test shows this significance to be
attributable to the 65 line/in. frequency. For practical
printing purposes (since screen frequency does not change
as a result of offset lithographic printing) this suggests
the use of a different n value depending on the screen
frequency used.
3. Dot area also shows up as a significant source in its
effect on n. The DMR test attributes this significance to
only the 107. dot area. However, it would not be practical
to use a different n value to predict dot area in any
instance.
The following are important results of table (6) containing
the summary ANOVA for ledger.
1. Dot area has the most significant effect on n. The
DMR test yields a very important result for this paper
stock. The significant effect on n as a result of dot
area can not be attributable to any particular dot area.
Therefore, all dot areas must be considered to have a
significant effect. This is confirmed by the visual
observations of the dots for the ledger stock (see results
section p. 39). Photomicrographs showed non uniform ink
coverage for all percent dot areas.
2. Screen frequency is also a source of significant
contribution to n in ledger stock. Again, the DMR test
shows that the significance can not be attributed to a
single screen frequency. Therefore, they are all
considered to have a significant effect.
From the previous discussion of the ANOVAS contained in
tables (4-6) come the following guide lines for the
prediction of percent dot area based on a Yule - Neilsen n
val ue.
1. Cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull will be
combined into GR0UP1. GR0UP2 will consist of ledger
al one.
2. Calculated n values were determined to be screen
frequency dependent for both groups. Therefore, the
average n value for each group at each screen frequency
will be used to predict percent dot area at that
frequency.
Using the above guide lines, the difference between actual
and predicted percent dot areas were calculated for both
groups according to the following procedure:
The Yule - Neilsen equation (i.e., eq. (7) ) was solved for
area (see equation (27) ).
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-Dr/n
1 - 10
a = (27) .
-Ds/n
1 - 10
Where Dr = measured tint density, Ds = solid ink density and
a = dot area.
Using equation (27), with an average n value (calculated for
each group at each screen frequency) and the measured
parameters Dr and Ds, the predicted dot areas for both groups
were calculated (see appendix G for data used to calculate
average n value, Dr and Ds) . The difference in percent dot
area was obtained by subtracting the predicted from the
measured percent dot areas. Tables (7-8) show the results
for GROUP 1 and GR0UP2 respectively (see appendix I for
details of the predicted dot area calculations and actual
predicted percent dot areas calculated). Calculation of the
mean and standard deviation for the data contained in tables
(7) and (8) show X (table 7) = -.4017. 6(table 7) =1.2017. and
X (table 8) = -.5367. 6~( table 8) = 1.907. respectively.
Comparison of the mean and standard deviation for tables
(7&B) shows that, prediction of percent dot area by a screen
frequency dependent n value is more accurate with a narrower
distribution about the mean for GROUP 1 than for GR0UP2.
1. 19 . 13 .48 -1.62 -1.76
-.27 1.7 .38 -2. 0 .27
1 . 09 -.62 -1.52 1.27 -.75
56 -1.3 _ 1 nn - 1 . 02 -2.87
73 - . 02 1.52 -1.74 -.82
31 .90 .92 .31 -.89
GR0UP1 (cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull).
SAMPLE PERCENT DOT AREA ON FILM
STOCK 10 20 40 60 80
150 LINES/IN.
CAST COAT
ENAMEL GLOSS
ENAMEL DULL
133 LINES/IN.
CAST COAT
ENAMEL GLOSS-
ENAMEL DULL
100 LINES/IN.
CAST COAT
ENAMEL GLOSS
ENAMEL DULL
65 LINES/IN.
CAST COAT
ENAMEL GLOSS
ENAMEL DULL
Table (7) Differences in percent between actual and predicted
percent dot areas. Note; ***** = data not used due to
damaged tint.
1 . 06 -. 14 -1.70 -.82 -1.09
-
. 04 -.94 -.85 -3.42 -2. 09
.87 .75 -2 . 40 -2.47 -. 60
.67 -. 15 -.88 -.98 -1.93
. 25 1 . 05 -.95 ***** 1 . 56
1 . 06 -1.11 -.59 .28 -.45
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GR0UP2 (ledger).
SAMPLE PERCENT DOT AREA ON FILM
STOCK 10 20 40 60 80
150 LINES/IN.
LEDGER 1.21 -.14 1.87 -3.92 -.91
133 LINES/ IN.
LEDGER 1.64 -2.0 -2.35 -.29 .29
100 LINES/ IN.
LEDGER .65 1.08 2.1 -3.61 -3.13
65 LINES/IN.
LEDGER 1.29 .09 -1.86 -2.55 -.17
Table (8) Difference between actual and predicted percent dot
areas.
PiS2QS for the different, behavior between GROLJPjt least cgat^
enamel gloss and enamel duU)_ and GR0LJP2 !I?dger.).. with
ClEect to a calculated n valued
The remaining sections of this discussion are aimed at
understanding the reasons for the difference in behavior
between GROUP 1 and GR0UP2 with respect to a Yule - Neilsen n
val ue.
Figure (14) shows the spread functions of like paper
stocks plotted together. By arranging these plots on a
single page it shows the relative difference in spread
functions between different paper stocks. Visual examination
of figure (14) seems to show little difference between spread
functions of different paper stocks. To substantiate this
observation three separate AN0VAS were conducted on the
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Figure (14) Comparison of spread functi ons .
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measured parameters (i.e., width of the spread function in
mm, area under the uncorrected spread function, and spatial
frequency at 407. corrected MTF) found in table (1) of the
results section. These parameters were used to describe the
behavior of incident light in the different paper stacks.
The summary ANOVAS may be found in tables (9-11).
WIDTH OF SPREAD FUNCTION
SUMMARY ANOVA
SOURCE SUM OF
SQUARES
DF MEAN SQUARE
ERROR
F
RATIO
PAPER
ERROR
TOTAL
0045335 ~T . 001511167
006354 4 .0015885
0108875 7
951316756
Table (9) Sumary ANOVA for width of spread function,
RELATIVE AREA UNDER SPREAD FUNCTION
SUMMARY ANOVA
SOURCE SUM OF
SQUARES
DF MEAN SQUARE
ERROR
F
RATIO
FAPER
ERROR
TOTAL
2.3793375
3.85485
6.2341875
4
7
7931125
9637125
822976251
Table (10)
function.
Sumary ANOVA for relative area under spread
49
SPATIAL FREQ. AT 407. CORRECTED MTF
SUMMARY ANOVA
SOURCE SUM OF
SQUARES
DF MEAN SQUARE
ERROR
F
RAT 1 0
PAPER 48. 9300 yM 16. 3100
ERROR 17.4500 4 4.3625
TOTAL 66. 3800 7
3.738681948
Table (11) Sumary ANOVA for spatial freq. at 407. corrected
MTF.
The results of the ANOVAS in tables (9-11) show no
significant difference in the parameters used to describe the
behavior of incident light between paper stocks at an alpha
risk of .05. Therefore, it may be argued that there is no
significant difference in spread functions amongst the
printing stocks used in this investigation.
(3)
It was reported in the literature that n is dependent
on the fallowing (listed in order of importance):
1. Paper spread function.
2. Halftone screen frequency.
3. Dot area.
4. Solid ink density
Therefore, the difference in behavior between GR0UP1 and
GR0UP2 with respect to an n value must be due to differences
in these parameters. The difference in paper spread function
has been eliminated for the paper stocks used in this
experiment by the ANOVAS presented in tables (9-11). Screen
frequency does not change as a result of printing on the
different stocks using offset lithography. This leaves dot
area (a) and solid ink density (Ds) as probable causes for
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the difference in behavior of the two groups with respect to
an n value.
To explain the difference in behavior of n between the two
groups resulting from differences in (a), and (Ds) , the
partial derivatives with respect to (n, a and Ds) were
calculated. For ease in the calculation of these partial
derivatives the Yule-Neilsen equation was converted to
reflectance prior to taking the partial derivatives. The
partial derivatives with respect to (n, a and Rs) are as
follows (see appendix J for complete derivations):
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1/n n
dR/dn = Cl-ad-(Rs) )1 X
1/n -1 1/n
ClnCl-a(l-(Rs) > D n a(Rs) ln(Rs)
1/n
Cl-ad-(Rs) )1
(28) .
J"
1/n
dR/da = n l-ad-(Rs) )
dR/dRs t- 1/na(l-(Rs)
n-1 1/n
X C-l+(Rs) 1
n-1 ((l/n)-l)
X a (Rs)
(29) .
(30)
The above parti als were used to evaluate the relative
influence of n, (a) and Rs on the Yule - Neilsen equation in
the following manner (actual numerical values calculated for
equations (28-30) may be found in appendix J):
1. The average solid ink reflectance for GROUP 1 (.04)
and for GR0UP2 (.08) was substituted for Rs in equations
(28-30). The average n value for GR0UP1 (1.56) and
GROUF'2 (2.07) was substituted for n in equations (28-30).
The value of the partials with respect to n, (a) and Rs
were then calculated for both groups at low, medium and
high percent dot areas, using values of .2, .4 and .8 for
(a) respectively.
2. The resulting calculated values for GROUP 1 and GR0UP2
were then ranked in order of importance at each percent
dot area mentioned in (1) above. The ranking consisted
of taking the absolute value calculated for equations
(28-30) and placing them in numerical order from high to
low. The results may be found in table (12) which
contains the partials listed in their order of influence
on the Yule - Neilsen equation at values of 20, 40 and 80
percent dot area respectively.
LOW, 20 7.
dot area
MED, 40 7.
dot area
HIGH, 80 7.
dot area
Group 1
dR/d (n, a, Rs) a, Rs, n Rs, a, n Rs, a, n
Group2
dR/d (n, a, Rs) a, Rs, n a, Rs, n Rs , a , n
Table (12) Partial dertivatives of the Yule - Neilsen
equation listed in order of their influence in areas of low,
medium and high percent dot area.
In TABLE (12) it is important to notice that percent dot area
(a) is most significant for both groups in regions of low
area coverage, and that in GR0UP2 (a) maintains this position
of significance as area coverage goes from low to medium.
Therefore, area coverage i s of equal importance, and has the
most significant effect on the Yule-Neilsen equation in
regions of low area coverage for both groups. The influence
of (a) in both groups decreases as area coverage goes from
low to high. The standard deviation for measurement of dot
area for the two groups rose from 0.2 for GR0UP1 to 1.0 for
GR0UP2 due to irregular area coverage in the ledger stock
(see p. 39). For this reason, it may be argued that the
difference in behavior between GR0UP1 and GR0UP2 with respect
to n is due to measurement errors in approximating
ink-
coverage by planimetry due to irregular ink coverage in
GR0UP2. From figure (13) it may be seen that the difference
in behavior between the two groups decreases as dot area
increases. Since the importance of (a) according to the
partial derivatives decreases as area coverage increases, the
difference between groups 1 and 2 with respect to n should
decrease as dot area increases. This argument is in
agreement with the experimental data plotted in figure (13).
The analysis presented leads to the following argument
and explanation of the results of this investigation, as they
relate to the behavior of n between GR0UP1 (i.e., coated
stock) and GR0UP2 (i.e., uncoated stock).
Since the n value reported was a result of a
mathematical iteration on the measured parameters (a, Ds and
Dr ) , n may be expressed in the following manner:
n = f (a,Ds,Dr) or n = f(a,Rs,Rr) (31).
Since Rr =f (spread function, Rs, a) then n = f (spread
function, Rs, a).
It was shown in the summary ANOVA tables (9-11) that the
spread functions and related parameters show no significant
difference between paper stocks at an alpha risk of .05.
Summary ANOVA tables (4-6) showed that n was not affected by
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stock differences in GROUPi. Therefore, the difference in
behavior of n between the two groups may be expressed as:
<\n = f (&Rs,a> (32) .
Where A = difference between groups 1 and 2.
From the argument using partial derivatives of the
Yule-
Neilsen equation it was demonstrated that (a) has more
si gni f i cance than Rs on the Yule - Neilsen equation in areas
of low area coverage where the two groups differ the most
with respect to n. Therefore, equation (32) may be reduced
to the following equation expressing the difference in
behavior with respect to a Yule - Neilsen n value between
GROUPI (coated stock) and GR0UP2 (uncoated) stock.
/\n = f (a) (33) .
Equation (33) states that the difference in behavior with
respect, to n, between coated and uncoated stock is a function
of the error in approximating area coverage using planimetry
on uncoated stock.
CONCLUSION
Analysis of variance on the parameters (width of the spread function
in mm, area under the uncorrected spread function and spatial frequency
at 40% corrected MTF) used to quantitatively describe the spread
functions in cast coat, enamel gloss, enamel dull and ledger showed no
significant difference at an alpha risk of .05 (see tables (9-11) for
ANOVAS). Although the paper stocks used in this investigation represent
a wide range of common stocks used for offset lithography, no
relationship between their optical spread function and a Yule - Neilsen n
value was found. Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn from this work
about the effect of spread function on the Yule - Neilsen n value.
The basis weight and thickness of cast coat was almost twice that of
enamel gloss and enamel dull (see p. 37 table (2)). Visual differences in
the surface texture of cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull were also
reported (see p. 39). However, analysis of variance using calculated n
values as the response variable showed no significant difference in their
behavior with respect to a calculated n value at an alpha risk of .05
(see tables (4-6)). The same analysis of variance also showed a
significant difference in the behavior with respect to n values between
coated (i.e., cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull) and uncoated (i.e.
ledger) stocks.
The difference in behavior with respect to n values between coated
and uncoated stocks was due to errors in
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approximating area coverage in uncoated stock using
planimetry. In an offset lithographic press, the blanket
transfers ink to the printing stock. This blanket is
relatively soft and does not compress to any extent the stock
it is transferring the ink to. Therefore, the creation of a
dot with regular borders and ink coverage during this
transfer is dependent on the regularity in the surface
texture of the printing stock. Coated stocks showed regular
borders and ink coverage whereas the uncoated stock did not.
It was found that n values for both coated and uncoated
stocks were dependent on the screen frequency used.
Prediction of dot area on coated stock, based on the averaage
n value determined at a given screen frequency, had a mean
difference in percent between actual and predicted percent
areas of -.4017, with a standard deviation of 1.2017.. For
uncoated stock the mean difference in percent between actual
and measured percent areas was -.5367., with a standard
deviation of 1.907..
The printing stacks used in this investigation are
representative of a wide range of common printing stocks,
however, no difference in their optical spread functions was
detected by analysis of variance. Since use of coated stacks
on an offset lithographic press results in the formation of
dots with regular borders and ink coverage, and the accuracy
of percent dot area prediction using a screen frequency
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dependent n value is -.4017., with a standard deviation of
1.2017., the following approach to prediction of dot area, by a
Yule - Neilsen n value is suggested.
1. Use of a test pattern similar to that in figure (3)
allows for a variety of common screen frequencies in a
range of percent dot areas to be printed in one press run.
2. This test pattern should be printed at the solid ink
density generally obtained on a given press.
3. For the screen frequencies most commonly used, average
the n values obtained for several percent dot areas at
that screen frequency (see appendix G for details on
calculation of n values).
4. Use the average n value for a given screen frequency
to predict dot areas on halftones made from line screens
of this same screen frequency using the Yule - Neilsen
equation solved for area (see appendix I for details of
dot area calculations).
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APPENDIX A
The low contrast edge projection system mentioned in the
experimental section is composed of the following elements
(see accompanying drawing):
1 A DC regulated power supply operating the lamp at 7
volts and 5.5 amps.
2. The lamp is a G.E. 1594. A prefocussing ring has
been soldered to the base to facilitate mounting in the
projection system,, and the filament aligned with the optic
ax i s .
3. An Infrared absorbing glass was mounted between the
i amp an d t h e 1 0 X c ondenser lens.
4. The abjective lens is a 48mm . 08NA Bausch and Lamb
microscope? objective. This lens is mounted in reverse,
which allows it to be used closer to its optimum
con j ugates.
5. The edge being projected is a low contrast edge made
on a Kodak High Resolution Plate. The transmission ratio
f r am 1 i g h t t o dar k i s 1 0 : 1 .
6, The entire projection system is mounted on ei focussing
rack at 45deg to the surface of the stage,
A schematic is also included in this appendix sh ow i n g
t he op t. i c s an ci geome t.r i es envalved in the entire ed ge
gradient measurement system.,
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ADAPTER
Low contrast edge
Obj ective
Lens
48mm
0.08NA
ALIGNMENT SCREWS(2)
WIRE lead;
GE LAMP 1594
I.R. filter
MOUNTING STUDS (2)
ADAPTER
Edge Projection Light Source, Exploded View
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APPENDIX B
The following pages contain the program (in Wang Basic)
used to scan the projected edge an the sample stocks. The
program finds the edge in the following manner:
1. Ten reflectance readings are taken of the sample i n an
area of max i mun reflectance well before the actual edge.
2. The densitometer then steps toward the edge taking
reflectance readings at each step.
3. The reading at each step is then compared to the
value at maximum transmi ttance (i.e., step one above). At
the point where the step reading reaches fifty percent of
the maximum reading the stepping stops.
The program then backs the stage .05mm in the opposite
direction to a point well ahead of the edge prior to
beginning the actual sample scan. During the edge scan, at
each sample position (i.e., .0127mm apart), the time average
of ten reflection readings are recorded for the reflectance
value at that position. This is done to reduce the effect of
noise on the signal resulting from variations in line voltage
(i.e., "60Hz hum" ) .
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10 REH H/H SUBROUTINES PACKAGE 1 fMl PitDC*Aft *> J s-_m--b
20 COM 7.7.BELECT PRINT Mb WiKT HEX(03O*O*> ; IF 27 >0 THEN 110
30 COM t4.WB*,RBtfc,BB*10:REn TAfrLE (HOVE,WAIT) ft HCTEV *F*x.
*0 WB*-HEX(O0000OOOOOW>:S*-HEX(0D>:REft Sfi y*_1 STATU*
80 COM BB.hb.nB.ib.YS BB.NB.wt-i *E* MhCKCKOUHO.MC LOCATION
*0 COM ftB(2O0>,FB<l>,R8:RB-l
' 1U^
70 REH TO USE DEFFN'l BET RB<> >-J0 TO USE DEFFN'A SET F8(1S0>0 COH 0Bt30.KB*l,n*ft*4,SMl.Ff*l,C0:REH DATE.KEY.HEBS CAL160 CO* IS(12.2)ll__.B<12.2>2.I*i:REft ID. ft FOfcftil TEST
100 CDH TB*l4>*4,TB.U8:INn(AATBl>:TB.Ue.l:REft TftfE SETUP
130 RE
1*0 REM PLACE MIN ?fcOCfe** BETWEEN LIHE5 130 ft *0OO
1*8 DIM Al<lOO>.A2(10O>,A3(lO0>
ISO 1-0
181 *-0
isr ci>r.302bebo3
1*0 FOfc T-l TO 10
170 COSUEi ' I i j . 0. 1 '
1*0 S5.(tBi t i
1*0 NEXT T
TOO 0B-S/1OO0
210 F-E<B*&
220 SELECT PRINT 2lKB0>
2JO PRINT -F9--.F9
240 PfclNl >E>B>*,68
28b COSul* '3(-fc,0.F.400>
2*0 COSlH- '0<*:. 0'
2*1 COSut- 'Oi-i.c
2*r co&ui- c-i.oi
270 FOfc Y-l TO 100
27& COSut- 'Oi-j.O-
2B0 hB-1
2B8 FOfc I-l TO 10
28* COSuf- '1(0.0, 1 >
2*0 *-*-fee ( t i 'iooo
2VI> NEXT X
300 A|(Y>>A
30k *>-0
lit RB-1
30 NEXT Y
871 tELECT PRINT 215(80)
872 MINI -REF.'.-HICRDN STEP-.'REf. DEN."
873 8-0
SBO FOR T-l TO 100
S0 R8Y>"AKY1
Sl B-6-12.7
8*2 A11Y.-6
8*3 A2(Y>-(LDC(l/RBiY> >>/Cl
*00 KLECT PRINT 211.(80'
*10 PRINT R8<Y>,AHYt,A_MYi
*20 MEXT T
*30 END
40O0 END
SOOO Mffp.-0()l,Ti _k Tai_E HOVE
BOOS 17- ] Ml lAf.iif*ne > *. , ' it._ci.ae,
8010 IF X7 .>0 THEN fcOib it-)
8011. Y7lHT(AlSlY*NBi-.S>: Y*-SCNtY>
8020 IF Y7 -C THEN 80___,:Y-_
8028 8TR(ftW.*>-HEX(*>
8030 BlH(STR(HS*,S>>-Y*(X**3)/2
8038 lN<STR(Hl,4>)-Y7-2&**f INKT7/28*) >
8O40 8IN(STR<H,3> >alHT(T7/28ft>
8048 IN<8TR<Htt,2>>-X7-28*a(lNT(X7/2t*i)
8080 HIN(HB*>>INT(X7/2B*>
V M.Lftl.1 mini tt rmwi MtMLiu rmi w
80*0 X7-X7*BCH(X*)/M:XB-X0*X7
80*8 Y?-TT**C.N( Y)/WB YR-Tt-T?
8070 RETURN
8100 DCFFN-1<**,N*,C*>:RCH PUT Cf RXAOIHCS IN W
8108 DATA SAVE /4E,WBt : A*-EXP<7)
8110 *CI0/28A<C*10,t#*>Ra*:C0MVERT RfttTO A*
8118 RS<R>-A/tB
8120 IF C*< 2 THEN 8170
8128 tOSU* '0<**,*>;KLECT PRINT ACE
8130 M-RB-1
8138 C*-<B*Ct-i:CDTO 8148
81*0 PW1NT f% ift-H-x? YB-T*Y?:8*-fc**l
8148 PRINT W*:A*-EXP(7>
8180 *CIO/2M<C*10,Mt>R*:CONUCRT RtfTO A*
8188 *8(B4)-A*/M
81*0 IF *.;>C* THEN 8140
81*8 KLECT PRINT 008
8170 RB-RB-C*: RETURN
8200 DEFFN'2<**,>*,C*,D*>:REH HICH SPEED READ TO TAPE
8208 C*-0:FOR fr*-l TO 0* 0*1* SAVE /4EE,Wf>: A*-EXP<7)
8210 CID/2SA<C*10,U>RB*:CONVRT R*TD A*: C*-C****: NEXT 1*6
8218 COllW <*.?): SELECT PRINT *EE
8220 IF UB< *4 THEN S22S:COSUfr '13
8228 PACK() fiTR(TB(TB>,Uft FROM C*/0* LHJ-UO-:
8230 IF C*'. 2 THEN B270:D**2: COTO 8248
8238 D*-D**l
8240 PRINT HB;X0-XB*X?:TB-YB+T7
8248 C*-0:FOR *-! TO D*:PR1HT WS*:**-CXP<7>
8280 CI0'28*(C*10,SSt>RSt:CDNVERT RBT0 AA: C*-C*-A* NEXT *
8288 IF U6 *4 THEN 82*0:C0SUf> '13
82*0 MCPumii TR(TB(TB>.US> FROM C*/D*: LM-UB*2
82*8 IF D C THEN 8238
8270 SELECT PRINT 008: RETURN
8300 DEFFN'3<A*.1<* .F*.C*):REH SEARCH FOR AN EDCE
8302 A*-A*:B*P:F*-F :C*-A0S(C9)
830* E7-i:REH COULDN'T FIND IHACE
830* OAT* SAVE /4EE,WS: C*>EXP(7>
830B CI0/28A(C*10,SB>K*:CONUERT RSTO C*
8310 IF C*/SCN(F*> >F* THEN 831*
8312 *-**:*B*:F4F*:R REVERSE HOVE.THRES
831* E7-2:RM COULDN'T CET OFF IHACE
831* COSUB *0(A4,*): SELECT PR.IHT 4EE:REH FAST SEARCH
831S D7>D*-SOR(X7*2Y7t2>:C0T0 8322:REH FORWARD DISTANCE
8320 PRINT HS*:XS*XS*X7;YYSY7:D7-D7D*
8322 PRINT WS*:C**EXP(7):C10/28A(C*10,SB*)RB*:CONVER1 RB*TD lt>
8324 IF C*/M*SCH(F*>< F* THEN 832B
832* IF D7-. C* THEN S320:C0T0 838*:REH LlHIT->CRI< EXIT
832B E*-i:IF Ct >o THEN 8330:E*>8:REH SLOW SEARCH
8330 COSUB '0(-SCM(**)*E*,-SCM<B*>E*):REH 1 OR 8 STEP BACKUf-
8332 D*-BQR(X7*2*Y7t2>:REH BACKWARD DISTANCE
8334 SELECT PRINT 4EE:C0T0 8338
833* PRINT mt:XB-XB*X7:Y>*Yt*Y7:D*-0**C*
833S PRINT WB:C**EXP(7):CXO/28A(C*10,SB*)R:COMVCR1 RStTO C*
8340 IF C*/M*SCN(F*) >F* THEN 83**
83*: IF D*< 07*8 THCN 833*: REH <% FOR BACKLASH PR0B4.EHS
8344 COTO 8312:RCH LIH1T->BTART OVER
834* E7-0:REn FOUND IHACE
834S IF ft >0 TtCN 8384:REH -THKE8.MCK OFF EDCE
8380 COSU '0<SCHtA*)*E*,SCN(*)>E*>:REH REVERSE HOVE
8382 D**D*-C*:RH UPDATE
8384 D7-fD7-0*)*SCN(F*):KH UPOATE DISTANCE TRAVELED r /__
838* SELECT PRINT 008 Q D
8388 RETURN
8*00 DCFFN'4<AttS4>>:REH LINE DARKNESS
8402 IF C7-0 THCN 8404:C0SU '0<Af ,SV> : COTO 848*
*0fe RE ft
M80 REH
*088 REH
*O*0 RE ft
*0*b REn
*070 RE ft
*300 DEFFN'13:REn WRITE SLOCK OF TAPE
*305 Uft-1
*310 TB-TB-1
*315 IF TB-: 8 THEN 4335
*320 0*1* SAVE t-TTftii i
*328 IN1T(AA)TB*( >
*330 TB*1
*335 RETURN
*340 REM
*34t. REH
*3bO REft
*36b REH
*3*0 REn
*3*S REn
*370 REn
7300 DEFFN'23<H*ft,U**.A91:REH PUT HESSACE On SCREEm
7308 REH A* 10-BELL OFF SCREEN OFF 3-BELL On SCREEN OFF i
7310 REn A* (1-BELL OFF SCREEN CLEa* 2-BELL ON SCREEN CLEAR)
731b SELECT PRINT 00b(*4>
7320 IF A*-0 THEN 7328: IF A*"3 THEN 7328: PRINT HEX(030AOA>
732b PRlHT H**:", THEN TYPE '111**.- V
7330 KEY1N KB*. 7335.733b
7338 KEVIN KB*. 73*0, 73*<>
7340 IF *-. 2 THEN 733b:A**A*-l
73t IF A9-. 720 THEN 7336:A-0: REN 720*45 SECONDS DELAY
7380 PRINT CObut- *2b:PR]NT HE i ( 07 i
7388 SELECT PRINT OS: PRINT HEX(OC) : : COTO 732b
73*0 IF iffftOKBt THEN 733b
73*8 PRINT :COSUt> '24
7370 RETURN
7400 DEFFN'24-KEn ERASE A LINE OFF SCREEN
740b SELECT PRINT 00S(*4>
7410 H**-* *
7*18 PRINT HEX(0O:STR(n*. 1):HX(0C >
7420 RETURN
7428 REH
7430 REH
7*38 REn
7440 REH
7448 REH
7480 REn
748b REH
74*0 REn
74*b REH
7470 REH
7800 DEFFN-28 REn CFT PR1HTE* 0*
780b SELECT PRINT OOfc
7810 PRINT -PR1NTEP-
7518 SELECT PRINT 215
7820 PRINT m[ho_!
782b *1F ON /215 7530 CD1P 7621-
7830 SELECT PRINT 00b
783b PRINT HtxiOC):" *.HExiOC<
780 SELECT PfclNT 21b(B0i
784b RETURN
7880 REn
7885 REH
78*0 REn
78*8 REH
7870 REH
*4V* -r.i:MKTi
840* SELECT PRINT 4EE:F0R AA-1T0 fc PRINT R*:HEXT A*
840B XOR (tTR(M*.8t 1>,03>:X0*X0*B*X7: YB*YS-8Y7
8410 D.B*-.BS:C*.F*-0 REn THRESHOLDS. LlNlT , OF 2M>-S
8*12 IF C**180 THEN B43?:E*E**1
8414 tC10/28A<C*10,SB>RBt:PRINT n
841* CONVERT RBtTO A*: FB(E* )-A*/_B
841B IF FS(E*>*BCN(D*> >D* THEN 8*12:1F E*-l THEN 8412
8420 IF F8<E*-1>BCN(D*J >D* THEN 8412:REn 2ND READ BELOW THREft
8422 F*-F-i;IF F* >1 THEN 842*
8*24 C**E*-l:D*> -04C0T0 8412:RCH START OF LINE, REVERSE THRES
842* C*-CC**E*-2>/2:REft RID POINT. ST*RT*END-2
M2S C*-(FSlC*-l>FBlC4>*fB(C*l))/3:RCH REF.-AVC 3 AID POINTS
8430 D*-.4*.At*: U O*-* fe* THEN 8432: ft*>D*: 0*- -D* COTO 8412
8432 X6"X6-E*"X7:YS-YB-EY7:COSt* *0(A-X6,ft*-Y8 >
8434 IF EA-160 THEN 848*: REn LIHIT REACHED '
843* IF FBUK- 0* THEN 845*: REH BACKGROUND PROBLEn
843B A*>1.B**E**J
8*40 *4-**M:IF FB(A*> >0* THEN 8440
8442 ***t-(D*-FB(A*> >/(FB(A*-l >-F8(A*> > : REN FRONT END OF LINE
8444 fr*-E>*-l:IF FB<8*> >D* THEN 8444
8*4* ft*>fc*-<D*-FB(ft,*)>/<FS<B**l>-FB(ft*t >:RH BACK END DF LINE
84*8 RB(RB)*(B*-A*>*12.7rRB(RB-l>-C*:REH WIDTH, REF.
8480 F*>1.1*-.11BSOR(1+C*>100)
8452 RB<RB2>-10O*F**((l-EXP<<A*-t*>/23.*2>>*?.*>*b.4*:REn DAP*'
8484 COTD 84&B
845* R6<RB>*0:R6<RB*l)-l:R*(RB25.4*:REH ER*< VALUES
845B RS-RB*3:RETURH
SBOO DEFFN'B(A*,E>*,C*):RH PUT TO TAPE
BBOb A*-A*10*C*:*-lN1(*t>S<A*) )SCNiAf >
8B10 ti6'*6')0t& Cf]"'' (BV-l J/J I 1N1T(AA)U
8B15 IF P*/2<>lHT(M/r> THEN 5640
6B20 D*"1IF be 0 THEN 562SO*-2
8S2b PACK(.RRftB*aJA*44iSTR(U*.D4> FRDn B*
8630 IF 0*02 THEN 88*0
8B3b DR ($TR(U, 1 , 1 > , AEO : C*>C**1 :C0T0 5B*0
8B40 IF B* --0 THEN 6650: IF ** . -.1 THEN SBSO
66*5 R*-B*)0:C*-CA-1 COTO 5B20
8B50 P*C>-. i u*a FROn (.
8685 DR <6TR<U*,1. 1>,A0>
8B*0 IF US*C*v ** THEN 5B*5 CDSUt* '13
8B*b STR(TB*(TB).U8,C*>-STR(U*. 1 . C*> : UR-UB-C*
8670 RETURN
8*00 OEFFN'tti,C,D*):REn PUT D *S FROn RBi > TO TAPE
8*08 FOR E**l TO D*
8*10 A*"R8(EA>4 10C*:A*-1NT(ABS<A*J )SCNi*6r
6*16 B*-A*/10tE>9: C*INTl (B9-11/2): IN]TlAA)U*t
6*20 IF E<9/2-:>INT<|i*/2> THEN 8*40
6*25 D*-1:IF ft* 0 ThEn 8*30:04-2
6*30 f-ACK . i5TIili,D. i FROH ft*" IF D*-:2 THEN 5*5b
6*36 OR (BTR<U**.l.l),*E>>:C*-C**l:COTD 6*55
6*40 IF ft* >-0 THEN 6*80: IF (<* -.1 THEN 6*60
6*46 ft*-0*"10:C*-C*-l:C0T0 6*25
6*60 PACK<-.>U* FROH B*:0* (STft(U*t. 1, 1 ) ,*0 >
6*55 IF UB*C*<: ** THEN 5**0: COSk* '13
6**0 BTR(TB*(TB>,US,C*>-STR(U*, l.C*> U*-UB*C*
6**6 NEXT E*
6*70 RETURN
*000 DEFFN-10<H**,A*):REn PUT ALPHA TO TAPE
?006 ADD <n**,*0> r -j
*0I0 FOR A*-l TO A* h /
*016 IF U*>1< M THCN *026
*020 COSUB '13
*026 STRCTB*(TS>,US,1)-BTR(H**,**>
*030 UB-U*-)
4016 NEXT A*
APPENDIX C
Contained in this appendix is the computer program used
to calculate the uncorrected normalized spread function from
the measured reflectance edge gradient data.
68
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* THIS PROGRAM ONLY CREATES A FILE SFUN.DAT CONTAINING *
A THE DERIVATIVE OF THE EDGE TRACE DATA. *
A THIS DERIVATIVE IS NORMALIZED AND THE RESULTANT NORMALIZED *
* SPREAD FUNCTION CAN BE FOtfND IN THE FILE SFUN.DAT *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* INITIALIZATION SECTION *
DIMENSION STEP(99) ,DERS( 99) ,EDGE( 100)
INTEGER K
REAL A
CHARACTER *20 FILE1.FILE3
FILE3=' SFUN.DAT'
A=0.0
K=0
DATA STEP/99*0.0/,DERS/99*0.0/
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* READS IN THE EDGE TRACE DATA *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
WRITE (6.101)
READ (6,102) FILE1
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS SECTION READS THE ABOVE FILE AND CLOSES IT AND KEEPS IT a
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
OPEN ( 5,FILE=FILE1, STATUS=' OLD' ,ACCESS = 'SEQUENTIAL' ,
1 FORM= ' FORMATTED ' )
DO 1 1=1,100,1
READ(5,*)EDGE(I>
1 CONTINUE
CLOSE( 5, STATUS = 'KEEP' )
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* THIS SECTION TAKES THE DERIVATIVE AND CALLS A NORMALIZING *
A SUBROUTINE (NORMAL) A
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
DO 2 1=1,99,1
A=A+.0127
STEP(I)=A
DERS ( I ) = ( EDGE( I ) -EDGE( 1+1 ) ) /12 . 7
2 CONTINUE
CALL NORMAL (DERS)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS SECTION PREPARES OUTPUT TO SFUN.DAT a
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
OPEN ( 8,FILE=FILE3, STATUS =
'NEW' SEQUENTIAL' )
DO 4 1=1,98,1
WRITE(8,A)STEP(I) ,DERS(I)
4 CONTINUE
CLOSE( B, STATUS =
'KEEP' )
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A FORMAT STATEMENTS *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
101 FORMAT(
IX,' (CHOOSE) edge gradient file .dat')
102 FORMAK1A20)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
STOP
END
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* THIS SUBROUTINE NORMALIZES THE DERIVATIVE OF THE EDGE TRACE A
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
SUBROUTINE NORMAL (DERS)
DIMENSION DERS (98)
REAL B
B=DERS ( 1 )
DO 3 1=1,98,1
IF( (DERS(I+1) .GT.DERS(I) ) .AND. (DERS( 1+1 ) .GT.B) )THEN
B=DERS(I+1)
ENDIF
3 CONTINUE
DO 4 1=1,99,1
DERS(I)=DERS(I)/B
4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX D
Contained in this appendix is the computer program used
to calculate the following :
1. The area under the uncorrected spread function.
2. The corrected MTF of the sample.
(IM )
The Fast Fourier Transform "Fourl" written by N. Brenner
was used to calculate discrete values of the Fourier
Transform of the uncorrected normalized sample spread
function ( i . e. , UNSSF (_v_v) . The discrete values calculated
by "Fourl" have the following increment:
= l/n_5_x
where n = 128 (i.e., the number of points in the Fast Fourier
Transform "Fourl"), and ^x = .0127mm (i.e., the stepping
i ncrement ) .
***** Note: UNSSF (v) is used because it is easily associated
with uncorrected normalized sample spread function. The
arrays used to designate this in the computer program in this
appendix are different. However, the method of calculation
for the discrete Fourier Transform UNSSF (_*__v) and the
corrected MTF is as described by equation 25 in the
experimental section .
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aa THIS PROGRAM SO FAR WILL READ IN A FILE CONTAINING A *'
A CENTERED SPREAD FUNCTION. IT WILL THEN CONVERT THE CENTERED SPREAD Ay
A FUNCTION (now in an array) 'to A WRAPPED F0RM T0 GET A CENTERED Ay
A OUTPUT FROM THE FFT ROUTINE. IT SENDS THE SPREAD FUNCTION THROUGH Ay
A THE FFT ROUTINE. THE OUTPUT IS THEN FOUND IN THE CREATED FILES Ay
a THESIS4.DAT. AND T0PL0T4.DAT. **
A A*
A THE CENTERED SPREAD FUNCTION IS IN THE FORM REAL,IMAG Ay
A REAL,IMAG. **
A THIS FORM IS CONVERTED TO REAL **
A IMAG. *>
* REAL A*
* IMAG. i.e. the form the FFT needs Aj
a A*
A THE RELATIVE AREA UNDER THE SAMPLE SPREAD FUNCTION IS PRINTED Ay.
a ON THE SCREEN. **
A A*
a THESIS4.DAT CONTAINS TRUNCATED CORRECTED OTF, T0PL0T4.DAT aa
a CONTAINS TRUNCATED CORRECTED MTF **
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A INITIALIZATION SECTION **
DIMENSION FPRE1(258),FARRAY1(256),
1 TREAL1 ( 128 ),TIMAG1( 128),FREQ (128)
COMPLEX COMDIV ( 128 ) ,CD1 ( 1 28 )
REAL A,B,Z
INTEGER F
CHARACTER A 20 FILE1 ,FILE3,FILE4,FILE5
FILE3= 'THESIS4.DAT'
FILE5 = ' T0PL0T4 . DAT '
N=128
F=0
J=0
B=0.0
X=0.0
DELTA=0.0
DATA FARRAY1/256A0.0/,
1 TREAL1/128A0.0/,TIMAG1/128A0.0/,
1 FREQ/128A0.0/
DATA COMDIV/ 128A (0.0,0.0)/ ,CD1 /128A(0.0,0.0)/
C=2AFLOAT(N)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS PROMPTS THE SCREEN FOR INPUT OF ONE OF THE CENTERED SPREAD a
a FUNCTIONS,AND THE MACHINE MTF *
A *
WRITE(6,101)
READ(6,102)FILE1
WRITE(6,103)
READ(6,102)FILE4
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS SECTION OPENS THE ABOVE FILES *
A IT READS THEM AND CLOSES THEM *
A *
OPEN ( 5,FILE=FILE1, STATUS
=' OLD'
,ACCESS =
'SEQUENTIAL'
,
1 FORM= ' FORMATTED
' )
DO 1 I=1,2A(N+1),2
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READ(5,A) FPRE1(I),FPRE1(I+1)
1 CONTINUE
CLOSE ( 5 , STATUS=' KEEP ' )
OPEN ( 8,FILE=FILE3, STATUS=' NEW' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' )
OPEN ( 9 ,FILE=FILE4 , STATUS =
' OLD'
,ACCESS =
'SEQUENTIAL' )
OPEN ( 7,FILE=FILE5, STATUS=' NEW' ,ACCESS= 'SEQUENTIAL' )
DO 2 1=1,N,l
READ(9,A)COMDIV(I)
2 CONTINUE
CLOSE ( 9 , STATUS=' KEEP ' )
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A CALLING POGRAM aa
a THIS SECTION CALLS THE SUBROUTINE PREPAR WHICH PUTS THE ARRAY aa
a in the wrapped form and then it does the fft. aa
A AA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
CALL PREPAR (FPRE1 ,FARRAY1,N)
CALL F0UR1(FARRAY1,N,C,-1)
Z=SQRT( (FARRAY1 ( 1 ) AA2 ) + (FARRAY1 ( 2 ) AA2 ) )
WRITE(6,A) Z
CALL BSCALE(FARRAY1,N,C)
CALL PREDIV(FARRAY1,CD1,N)
'
CALL CDIV1(C0MDIV,CD1,N)
CALL UNSEPAR(FARRAY1,CD1,N)
CALL SEPAR(TREAL1,TIMAG1,FARRAY1,N)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA;
AAA FREQ IS CALC HERE AAA,
AAA AAAi
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAi
AAA THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE FREQUENCY FOR DELTA X OF .0127MM aa
AAA AND 128 SAMPLES. **'
AAA **'
FREQ(1)=0.0
DO 6 1=2,N/2,1
DELTA=DELTA+1 .0/ (FLOAT(N) A. 0127 )
FREQ(I)=DELTA
6 CONTINUE
DELTA=0.0
DO 7 I=N,(N/2)+l,-l
DELTA=DELTA-1 . 0 / ( FLOAT (N ) A . 0127 )
FREQ ( I ) =DELTA
7 CONTINUE
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA;
AAA PRINT THE HEADER FOR THESIS1.DAT THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM aa.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAi
WRITE(8,98)
WRITE(8,99)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A PRINT OUTPUT HERE ***
DO 8 I=1,N,1
WRITE( 8,100) TREAL1 ( I ) ,TIMAG1 ( I ) ,FREQ ( I ) , I
6 CONTINUE
DO 9 1 =1, (N/2), 1
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B=SQRT((TREAL1(I)AA2)+(TIMAG1(I)AA2))
IF(B.EQ.0.0)THEN
GO TO 10
ENDIF
WRITE(7,A) FREQ(I),B
9 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
CLOSE( 8, STATUS= 'KEEP' )
CLOSE (7, STATUS=' KEEP' )
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
*** FORMAT STATEMENTS A
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
98 FORMAT( '1' FREQ. ' FREQ. ' ,T30, 'FREQ. ' SAMP. POSIT')
99 FORMAT(T7, 'REAL' ,T18, 'IMAG' ,T37,'X .0127MM')
100 FORMAT(T2,F12.5,T12,F12.5,T23,F12.4,T39,I4)
101 FORMAT( IX, ' (choose) sample spread funct .dat')
102 FORMAT(1A20)
103 FORMAT ( IX, '( CHOOSE) theo--.dat' )
STOP
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A A PREPAR SUBROUTINE AAA
A THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE INITIAL ARRAY AND RAPS IT IN THE aaa
a FORM NEEDED TO GET A CENTERED OUTPUT FROM THE FFT aaa
a SUBROUTINE aaa
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
SUBROUTINE PREPAR ( FPRE , FARRAY , N )
DIMENSION FPRE(258),FARRAY(256)
AA AAA
DO 2 I=1,N+1,2
FARRAY ( I ) =FPRE ( N+I )
FARRAY ( 1+1 ) =FPRE(N+I+1 )
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 1=1,N-1, 2
FARRAY ( I+N ) =FPRE ( I )
FARRAY ( I+l+N) =FPRE( 1+1 )
3 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
aa FFT SUBROUTINE aaa
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A DATA IS A REAL ARRAY WITH THE FORMAT REAL , IMAG , REAL , IMAG ,.. . AAA
A N IS THE NUMBER OF PTS IN THE TRANSFORM aaa
A ISIGN IS WHETHER YOU WANT TO GO FOREWARD OR BACKWARD ENTER AAA
A -1 OR +1 RESPECTIVELY aaa
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
SUBROUTINE F0UR1(DATA,N,C, ISIGN)
DIMENSION DATA(C)
IP0=2
IP3=IP0AN
I3REV=1
DO 50 13=1, IP3, IPO
IF(I3-I3REV) 10,20,20
10 TEMPR=DATA(I3)
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TEMPI =DATA( 13+1)
DATA (13) =DATA ( I3REV )
DATA ( 13+1 ) =DATA( I3REV+1 )
DATA ( I 3REV ) =TEMPR
DATA( I3REV+1 ) =TEMPI
20 IPl=IP3/2
30 IF(I3REV-IP1) 50,50,40
40 I3REV=I3REV-IP1
IPl=IPl/2
IF(IPl-IPO) 50,30,30
50 I3REV=I3REV+IP1
IP1=IP0
60 IF(IP1-IP3) 70,100,100
70 IP2=IP1A2
THETA=6.283185307/FLOAT(ISIGNAIP2/IPO)
S INTH=SIN (THETA/ 2 . 0 )
WSTPR=-2ASINTHASINTH
WSTPI=SIN(THETA)
WR=1.0
WI=0.0
DO 90 11=1, IP1, IPO
DO 80 13=11, IP3,IP2
I2A=I3
I2B=I2A+IP1
TEMPR=WRADATA( I2B ) -WIADATAt I2B+1 )
TEMPI =WRADATA ( I 2B+1 ) +WIADATA ( I 2B )
DATA( I2B) =DATA( I2A) -TEMPR
DATA( I2B+1 ) =DATA( I2A+1 ) -TEMPI
DATA ( I 2A ) =DATA ( I 2A ) +TEMPR
8 0 DATA ( 12A+ 1 ) =DATA ( 1 2A+1 ) +TEMPI
TEMPR=WR
WR =WRAWSTPR-WIAWSTPI+WR
90 WI=WIAWSTPR+TEMPRAWSTPI+WI
IP1=IP2
GO TO 60
100 RETURN
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AA SUBROUTINE SCALE SCALES AFTER A FREQ-SPACE OR aaa
aa SPACE-FREQ USE OF THE FFT ROUTINE aaa
SUBROUTINE SCALE (AB,N,C)
DIMENSION AB(C)
INTEGER N
DO 1 J=1,C,2
AB(J)=AB(J)/FLOAT(N)
AB(J+l)=AB(J+l)/FLOAT(N)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AA SUBROUTINE SCALES BY THE ZERO FUNCTION VALUE THIS aa
aa IS USED TO CREAT A NORMALIZED MTF. aaaa
SUBROUTINE BSCALE(AB,N,C)
DIMENSION AB(C)
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INTEGER N
REAL A
A=AB(1)
DO 1 J=1,2AN,2
AB(J)=AB(J)/A
AB(J+1)=AB(J+1)/A
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS SUBROUTINE SEPARATES THE REAL AND IMAGINARY A
A VALUES THAT THE FFT OUTINE RETURNS TO THE ARRAY A
A "FARRAY1" A
SUBROUTINE SEPAR(TREAL1 ,TIMAG1 ,FARRAY1 ,N)
DIMENSION TREAL1(N),TIMAG1(N) ,FARRAY1(2AN)
J=0
DO 5 I=1,2AN,2
J=l+J
TREAL1 ( J ) =FARRAY1 ( I )
TIMAG1 ( J ) =FARRAY1 ( 1+1 )
5 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS SUBOUTINE TAKES THE PAPER SPREAD FUNCT. MTF a
a IN ARRAY "FARRAY1" IN THE FORM REAL
A IMAG A
A REAL A
A IMAG AND PUTS IT A
A IN COMPLEX FORM FOR DIVIDING OUT THE MTF OF THE INSTRU- a
a MENT. THE RESULT IS THE MTF OF THE PAPER ALONE. A
A AFTER DIVISION BY THE SUBROUTINE CDIV. A
SUBROUTINE PREDIV(ARRAY1 ,CD1 ,N)
DIMENSION ARRAYK2AN)
COMPLEX CDKN)
INTEGER K
K=0
DO 1 I=1,2AN,2
K=l+K
CD1 (K) =CMPLX(ARRAY1 ( I ) ,ARRAY1 ( 1+1 ) )
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS SUBROUTINE UNSEPARATES THE COMPLEX ARRAY CD1 FROM A
A REAL , IMAG *
A REAL, IMAG TO REAL A
A IMAG A
A REAL A
A IMAG a
SUBROUTINE UNSEPAR(FARRAY1 ,CD1 ,N)
DIMENSION FARRAYK2AN)
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COMPLEX
K=0
CDKN)
DO 1 I=1,2AN,2
K=l+K
FARRAY1 ( I ) =REAL ( CD1 ( K ) )
FARRAY1 ( 1+1 ) =AIMAG ( CD1 ( K ) )
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A THIS SUBROUTINE DIVIDES THE M/M THEORETICAL MTF A
A FROM THE SAMPLE OTF. WHERE THE SAMPLE MTF BEGINS A
A TO TURN POSITIVE IN SLOPE THE RESULTANT CORRECTED OTF A
A AND MTF IS TRUNCATED AT THIS POINT *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
SUBROUTINE CDIV1 (COMDIV,CDl ,N)
COMPLEX COMDIV(N) ,CD1(N)
F,A
2
12
INTEGER
F=0
A=0
A=F-2
RETURN
END
DO 1 1=1,N,l
CD1 ( I ) =CD1 ( I ) /COMDIV ( I )
CONTINUE
DO 2 1=1,N-1, 1
IF( (CABS(CD1(I+1) ) ) .GT. (CABS(CDKI) ) ) )THEN
F=I+1
GO TO 12
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 3 I=F,N-A,1
CD1 (I)=(0. 0,0.0)
CONTINUE
*N0TE: Apriori, there is no reason to expect the internal scattering
of the paper support to be asymmetric, The fact that the
measured spread functions are asymmetric is an artifact of the
projection system.
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APPENDIX E
In order to measure the actual line spread function of
the Xerox m/m densitometer, a material had to be found with
the following properties:
a) No bulk scattering.
b) The surface texture must be random
to avoid introducing noise associated with
a patterned surface texture into the edge
gradient data.
c) It should be a diffuse reflector with
high enough intensity to allow the PMT to
operate in its linear range.
The following materials were investigated.
IiQ Qid EQited paper! This material was rejected for
the following reasons:
1) Surface texture gave a high noise
1 evel .
2) It had bulk scattering.
( IS)
Silvering glass usj_ng the Bra__her__s ecgcess! It was
noticed that the silver coating on the side not against the
glass was relatively smooth and white. This material was
rejected for the following reason:
1) The process did not plate out
smoothly and uniformly on a flat surface.
Shop blast i_ng a ferrgtypigg gl.ate.__ This was done using
#400 glass beads. It proved unsatisfactory for the following
reasons:
1) The resultant pattern, although
random, was too coarse. The resulting
edge gradient data was very noisy.
2) Focusing the densitometer on the sample
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was difficult.,, In order to keep the
pattern fine the surface was only lightly
blasted. Consequently there was not enough
di f f use ref 1 ectance.
!l!2Q kl;Bs.:y_Q<3 an aluminum plate! This material was
rejected for the same reason as the ferrotyping plate.
Gold sputtering microfilm! The pattern resulting from
the thin layer of gold covering the emulsion was very
satisfactory,, However, the material was rejected for the
following reason:
1 ) The i n ten s i t y of t he d iff use
r ef 1 e >::: t an ce was ver y low For t h i s
reason f oc. us i n g t he system was very
difficult.
As a result of the failure of the above materials,,
measurement of the line spread function of the
m i c roden s i t ometer /edge p roj ec t i on system was aban doned .
NOTE: If aluminum had been sputtered on the surface of the microfilm, the
reflection would have been significantly greater. The use of
sputtered aluminum, plus a more intense lamp might enable the
spread function of the microdensitometer to be measured. This
comment is added for others who wish to use this instrument.
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The following pages contain the actual calculated data
for the theoretical MTF of the edge gradient measuring
system, along with its graphical representation. The
numerical values for the edge projection efflux lens (.08NA)
and the influx mi crodensi tometer lens (.1157NA) were
12
calculated by the Hufnagle formula (i.e., equation 23 of
the experimental section.) which is repeated again here.
4
Ta(w) = l-1.25(w/w0) + .25(w/wD) (23).
Where w = radius frequency (see ***) , w0= 2NA/. 00053mm,
.00053mm
= peak transmission wavelength of light for a
Wratten #58 filter.
The scanning aperture transform, or slit transform, was
calculated by equation 25 of the experimental section and is
again repeated here (see ***) .
sin C/?. 025v)
sinc(.025v) = (25).
IT 025v
Where .025 = width of the scanning aperture in mm, and v =
spatial frequency.
*** Note; The frequency increment (i.e., w of equation
23, or v of equation 25 ) used in the theoretical. MTF
calculations for both efflux and influx lenses and the slit
transform is the same and is
80
or &v = l/n_^X
n = 128 (i.e.,, the # of points used in the FFT in appendix D)
and &X = the step increment of the M/M densitometer (i.e.,
. 0127mm) .
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Theoretical system KTF (i . e . .product of the discrete
Fourier Transforms of influx & efflux lenses and the
scanning aperture)
111 i i i i
DS
Spatial Frequency (cycles/mm)
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FREQ. M/M FROJ . SLIT PRODUCT
CY/MM NA=. 1157 NA=.0B TRANSFORM SYSTEM
MTF
0 . 0000 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
.6152 .998 .997 .999 .994
1 . 2303 .996 .995 .998 .989
1.8455 .994 .992 .996 .982
2. 4606 .993 . 990 .993 .976
3.0758 .991 .987 .990 .968
3.6909 .989 .985 .986 .960
4 . 306 1 .988 .982 .981 .952
4.9213 .986 . 980 .975 .942
5. 5364 .984 .977 .969 932
6. 1516 .982 .975 .962 .921
6.7667 .981 .972 .954 .910
7.3819 .979 .969 .945 .897
7.9970 .977 .967 .936 .884
B.6122 .975 .964 .926 . 870
9.2274 .974 .962 .915 .857
9.8425 .972 .959 . 903 .842
10. 4577 . 970 .957 .891 .827
1 1 . 0728 .968 .954 .879 .812
1 1 . 6880 .967 .952 .865 .796
1 2 . 303 1 .965 .949 .852 . 780
12.9183 .963 .947 .837 .763
1 3 . 5335 .961 .944 .822 .746
14. 1486 .959 .941 . 807 .728
14. 7638 .958 .939 .791 .712
15.3789 .956 .936 .774 .693
15.9941 .954 .934 .757 .675
16.6092 .952 .931 .740 .656
17.2244 .951 .929 .722 .638
17.8396 .949 . 926 .704 .619
18.4547 .947 .924 .6B5 .599
19.0699 .945 .921 .666 .580
19.6850 .944 .918 .647 .561
20.3002 .942 .916 .627 .541
20.9154 . 940 .913 . 607 .521
21.5305 .938 .911 .587 . 502
22. 1457 .937 . 908 .567 .482
22.7608 .935 . 906 .546 .463
23.3760 .933 . 903 .526 .443
23.9911 .931 . 90 1 .505 .424
24 . 6063 . 930 .898 .484 .404
25.2215 .928 .896 .463 .385
25.8366 .926 .893 .442 .366
26. 45 IB .924 .B90 .421 .346
27.0669 .923 .888 . 400 .328
27.6821 .921 .885 .379 .309
28.2973
28.9124
.919
.917
.883
. 880
.358
.337
. 291
.272
29.5276 .915 .878 .316
.254
30. 1427 .914 .875 .295
.236
30.7579 .912 .873 .275
.219
31.3730 .910 . 870 .254
.201
31.9882 .908 .868 .234
. 1B4
32.6034
33.2185
.907
.905
. B65
.862
.214
. 195
. 168
. 152
33.8337 . 903 . 860 . 175
. 136
34.4488 .901 .857 . 156
. 121
35. 0640 . 900 .855 . 137
. 105
35.6791 .89B .852 .
119 .091
36.2943 .896 . 850 . 100
. 076
36.9095 .894 .847
.083 .063
37.5246 .893 .845 .
066 .050
38. 1398 .891 .842
.041 . 037
38.7549 .889 .840
.032 . 024
39. 3701 .887 .837
.016 . 012
* THE ABOVE CALCULATIONS FOR BOTH
LENSES WERE DONE US I
530nm
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The Yule-Neilsen equation can not be solved directly for
n. For this reason the equation was put into the following
form:
0 . 0 Dr -log
1
-Ds/n n
I 1 -a ( 1 - ( 1 0 ) ) 1
The following two pages of this appendix contain the
programs used on an HP 41CV calculator to solve for n by
iteration. This iteration uses the program "NVAL" containing
the Yule-Neilsen equation in the above form. The measured
parameters (shown below) were supplied to "NVAL" by storage
in the following registers:
Measured percent dot area (a) register 24
Solid ink density Ds register 22
Tint density register 23
The program
"PRPLOT" then uses the program "NVAL" and
increments n printing the results graphically. Where the
graph crosses zero is the calculated n value used and
plotted in FIGURE 13 of the results section.
Tables of the above measured parameters along with the
calculated n values for each sample tint may be found at the
end of this appendix.
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PROGRAM "NVAL" PROGRAM "PRPLOT"
81+LBL "NVflL
82 STO 2!
63 RCL 22
84 RCL 21
85 /
86 CHS
87 16tX
88 CHS
89 1
18 +
11 ENTERt
12 RCL 24
13 *
14 CHS
15 1
16 +
17 ENTERt
18 RCL 21
19 CHS
28 YtX
21 LOG
22 ENTERt
23 CHS
24 RCL 23
25 +
26 EHP
61*LBL PRPLOT"
82 AON
63 "NAME ?
84 PROMPT
85 RUFF
66 BSTO 11
87+LBL 11
88 -Y HIN ?
69 PROMPT
18 STO 68
n -y max ?
12 PROMPT
13 STO 81
14 X<=Y?
15 GTO 11
16L6L 12
17 -AXIS ?
18 CF 23
19 PROMPT
26 STO 84
21 FS? 23
22 flSTO 84
23 RCL 61
24 X<Y?
25 GTO 12
26 CLX
27 RCL 86
28 X>Y?
29 GTO 12
38*LBL 13
31 -X HIN ?"
32 FROMPT
33 STG 83
34 "X MAX ?"
35 PROMPT
36 STO 69
37 X<=Y?
38 GTO 13
39 "X INC ?
46 PROMPT
41 STO 18
42+LBL -PRPLOTP'
43 CF 12
44 flDV
45 6
46 SKPCHR
47 "PLOT OF "
48 flRCL 11
49 ACA
58 PRBUF
51 RCL 88
52 RCL 69
53 "X-
54 XEC 89
55 STO 6?
56 7
57 ACCHR
58 PRBUF
59 138
66 STO 82
61 XROM -PRAXIS"
62 RCL 16
63 X>8?
64 GTO 68
65 RCL 89
66 RCL 88
67 -
68 RCL 18
69 ABS
76 /
71 STO 18
72+LBL 86
73 RCL 89
74 RCL 88
75 ABS
76 X<Y?
77 XOY
78 RCL 87
79 /
88 LOG
81 INT
32 2
83 -
84 STO 85
85 RCL 68
86 STO 86
87*LBL 14
88 FIX IND 85
89 RCL 87
98 /
91 RND
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PROGRAM "PRPLOT" cont.
92 ACX 143 ACX 194 XEQ 88 245 X*8? 296 INT
93 3 144 ADV 195 STO 85 246 GTO 86 297 2
94 SKPCOL 145 RCL 64 196 X=6? 247 RDH 293 XOY95 RCL 86 146 SIGN 197 GTO 68 248 5 299 X>Y?
96 XEQ INK 11 147 X=8? 193 RCL 62 249+LBL 88 388 GTO 81
97 REGPLOT 148 GTO 83 199 1 258 LOG 381 -
98 RCL 18
99 ST+ 66
149 LASTX
156 RCL 68
266 -
281 X=Y?
251 INT
252 RCL 85
382 STO 65
363 6
186 RCL 69
181 RCL 66
151 X>Y?
152 GTO 16
282 GTO 88
283 XOY
253 +
254 3
384 GTO 82
385*LBL 88
182 X<=Y? 153 - 284 1 255 + 386 FRC
183 GTO 14 154 RCL 61 285 - 256 7 387 X*6?
184 FIX 4 155 RCL 68 286 XEQ 66 257 * 363 1
185 RTN 156 - 267 RCL 85 253 RTN 389 LASTX
166*LBL -PRAXIS- 157 X<Y? 2es i 259*LBL 86 316 INT
167 CF 12 158 GTO 18 289 + 268 ENTERt 311 XOY
188 RCL W 159 / 216 GTO 81 261 ENTERt 312 -
169 RCL 61 166 RCL 82 211*LBL 83 262 7 313*LBL 61
118 -v 161 1 212 XEQ 88 263 MOD 314 '(- E"
111 XEQ 89 162 - 213LBL 66 264 2 315*LBL 82
112 STO 86 163 * 214 RCL 82 265 / 316 4
113 125 164 .5 215 2 266 INT 317 SKPCHR
114 ACCHR 165 + 216+LBL 61 267 SKPCOL 318 ACA
115 PRBUF 166 INT 217 - 268 - 319 FIX 6
116 RCL 82 167 STO Y 218 XEQ 66 269
"--
328 RDN
117 INT 168 RCL 64 219 ADV 278+LBL 67 321 X=8?
118 ABS 169 RCL 66 226 RCL 82 271 7 322 GTO 66
119 STO 82 178 / 221 RCL 85 272 X>Y? 323 ACX
128 168 171 RND 222 1 273 GTO 68 324 18tX
121 X<Y? 172 ACX 223 + 274 - 325 2
122 GTO 18 173 XEQ 85 224 1 E3 275 ACA 326 STO 85
123 RCL 88 174 2 225 / 276 GTO 87 327 FIX 2
124 RCL 86 175 / 226 t 277*LBL 88 323 RDN
125 / 176 X>Y? 227 ENTERt 278 RDN 329 GTO 81
126 RND 177 GTO 66 228 CHS 279 SKPCOL 338*LBL 88
127 ACX 178 + 229 XOY 286*LBL 88 331 1
128 XEQ 85 179 RCL 82 238 RCL 84 231 127 332 ACX
129 Rt 188 1 231 SIGN 282 ACCOL 333 FIX INH 85
138 RCL 61 131 - 232 X=8? 283 Rt 334*LBL 61
131 XEQ 64 182 X<Y? 233 RDN 284 RTN 335 > "
132 Rt 183 ENTERt 234 RDN 285+LBL 89 336 ACA
133 + 184 - 235 STO 82 286 "1-
<UNITS="
337 RTN
134- 185 GTO 81 236 FIX 4 287 X<=Y? 338*LBL 18
135 7 186+LBL 68 237 RTN 288 GTO 18 339 8
136 X<=Y' 187 ENTERt 238*LBL 64 289 XOY 348 /
137 RDH 188 + 239 RCL 86 298 ABS 341 END
138 SKPCOL 139 RCL 82 246 / 291 X<Y?
139 RCL 61 198 - 241 RND 292 XOY
146 RCL 66 19HLBL 81 242*LBL 85 293 LOG
141 / 192 SKPCOL 243 ABS 294 X<8?
142 RND 193 ADV 244 INT 295 GTO 60
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Percent dot area on halftone film
Sample 10 20 40 60 80
150 LINES/ IN
cast coat 1.87
enamel gloss 1.53
enamel dull 1.415
ledger 3.3
133 LIMES/IN
cast coat 1.67 1.425 1.48 1.52 1.34
enamel gloss 1.665 1.55 1.69 1.485 1.51
enamel dull 1.53 1.675 1.66 1.655 1.505
ledger 2.27 1.515 1.58 1.82 1.885
1.595 1.63 1.5 1.455
1.77 1.62 1.475 1.62
1.535 1.525 1.795 1.565
2.405 2.93 1.75 2 . 025
100 LINES/ IN
cast coat 1.81 1.575 1.435 1.52 1.45
enamel gloss 1.53 1.45 1.495 1.365 1.38
enamel dull 1.745 1.485 1.42 1.84 1.555
ledger 2.65 2.495 2.72 1 . 70 1.63
65 LINES/IN
cast coat 1.54
enamel gloss 1.45
enamel dull 1.645
ledger 2.39
1 . 40 1.36 1.375 1.295
1.52 1.36 1 . 095 1 . 325
1.32 1 . 225 1 . 475 1.415
1.91 1 . 635 1.61 1.85
Calculated n values for each sample press sheet,
*** Note; Each sample n value is listed in this table under the
column Percent dot area on halftone film. This is merely a way of
identifying the tint and is not a measured parameter in itself.
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Percent dot area on halftone film
Sample 10 20 40 60 80
150 LINES/ IN
cast coat 11.18 23.27 42.51 64.51 81.93
enamel gloss 12.64 24.27 45.60 67.04 81.76
enamel dull 13.46 26.59 48.47 67.13 84.97
ledger 12.64 26.62 48.58 76.30 88.78
133 LINES/IN
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dull
1 edger
100 LINES/ IN
cast coat 10.11 22.39 43.39 61.55 80.95
enamel gloss 11.21 24.86 43.59 64.91 82.90
enamel dull 11.80 24.67 46.17 61.25 82.79
ledger 11.01 23.87 44.62 70.76 87.88
65 LINES/IN
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dul 1
1 edger
Measured percent dot areas for each sample press sheet,
12.0 25. 03 43.68 66.59 83.45
13. 30 26.34 43 . 98 68.67 83.24
14.34 25.42 45.57 69.24 84.62
15.68 33.09 55.26 77.83 88.55
1 1 . 20 22.61 40 . 07 59.86 81.54
11.62 21.41 41.28 66.67 81.65
10.81 23. 57 42.05 6 1 03 81.02
11.33 22.59 43.42 64.44 83.32
***
Note;'
Each measured percent dot area is listed in this table
under the column Percent dot area on halftone film. This is
merely a way of identifying the tint and is not a measured
parameter in itself.
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Sample
Percent dot area on halftone film
10 20 40 60 80
150 LINES/ IN
cast coat . 08 . 16 r^3 .56 .85
enamel gloss .08 . 18 .36 .59 .89
enamel dul 1 .08 . 18 .37 .64 .94
ledger . 10 .20 .42 .67 .89
133 LINES/IN
cast coat .08 . 16 T^ .59 .85
enamel gloss .09 . 18 . 35 .61 .89
enamel dul 1 . 09 . 18 .36 .65 .92
ledger . 11 .21 .40 .69 .87
100 LINES/ IN
cast coat .07 . 15 .31 .52 .83
enamel gloss .07 . 16 T^? .53 .83
enamel dull .08 . 16 ~T"T .56 .88
1 edger .08 . 18 .37 .59 .83
65 LINES/IN
cast coat .07 . 14 .27 .47 .79
enamel gloss .07 . 14 .28 .48 .80
enamel dul 1 .07 . 14 .29 .50 .81
ledger .08 >u 50 78
Measured tint densities far each sample press sheet,
*** Note; Each measured percent tint density is listed in this
table under the column Percent dot area on halftone film. This is
merely a way of identifying the tint and is not a measured
parameter in itself.
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1.48 1 . 50 1.48 1.46 1.47
1.51 1 . 50 1.48 1.46 1.48
1.45 1.47 1.42 1 . 40 1.45
1.09 1.11 1.10 1. 11 1.11
Percent dot area on halftone film
Sample 10 20 40 60 80
150 LINES/ IN
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dull
1 edger
133 LINES/ IN
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dul 1
ledger
100 LINES/ IN
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dull
1 edger
65 LINES/ IN
cast coat 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.44 1.46
enamel gloss 1.49 1.47 1.46 1.45 1.45
enamel dull 1.42 1.44 1.43 1.40 1.44
ledger 1.10 1.09 1.12 1.10 1.10
Measured solid ink densities for each sample press
1.47 1.49 1.46 1.44 1.47
1.52 1 . 49 1.46 1 . 43 1.46
1.43 1.44 1.43 1.41 1.46
1.10 1. 15 1.10 1.09 1.10
1.45 1.44 1.45 1.43 1.48
1.48 1.46 1.45 1.43 1 . 47
1.43 1.42 1 . 40 1.38 1.43
1.08 1.11 1 . 09 1.11 1 . 09
sheet.
"
*** Note; Each measured solid ink density is listed in
this table under the column Percent dot area on halftone film.
This is merely a way of identifying the tint and is not a measured
parameter itself.
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APPENDIX I
The Yule-Neilsen equation solved in terms of area is
shown here:
Dr = -n
logL"
1-a ( 1-anti log (-Ds/n) ) 1
-n
Dr = logL l-a(l-antilog (-Ds/n) ) 1
Dr = log
L"
l-a(l-antilog (-Ds/n) ) :
Dr
10
Cl-a+a anti log (-Ds/n) 1
n
Cl-a+a anti log (-Ds/n) 1
-Ds/n Dr 1/n
1-a + a (10) = (1/ (10) )
-Ds/n -Dr 1/n
1-a + a (10) = (10 )
-Ds/n -Dr/n
1-a + a (10) = (10)
-Ds/n -Dr/n
-a + a (10 = (10)
- 1
-Ds/n -Dr/n
a (-1 + 10 ) = (10)
- 1
Dr
10
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-1 + 10-Dr/n
a =
-Ds/n
-1 + 10
-Dr/n
1 - 10
a =
-Ds/n
1 - 10
Using the equation for (a) above, dot areas were
calculated for coated and uncoated stocks using the following
procedure:
1. Average n values at each frequency were calculated for
coated and uncoated stocks from the tables in appendix B.
They are as follows:
Coated stock
Screen freq. Average n value
150 lines/in. n = 1.593
133 lines/in. n = 1.557
100 lines/in. n = 1.537
65 lines/in. n = 1.4075
Uncoated stock
Screen freq. Average n value
150 lines/in. n = 2.482
133 lines/in. n = 1.814
100 lines/in. n = 2.239
65 lines/in. n = 1.879
2. Average solid ink density Ds for coated and
uncoated
stock was calculated from the data in
appendix G and are
the following:
Ds coated = 1.48
Ds uncoated = 1.10
3. Tint density was measured for each halftone tint and
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the measured value used for Dr (see appendix Bfor actual
val ues) .
The above parameters were substituted in the equation for (a)
to obtain the predicted dot area. The following tables list
the measured and predicted dot areas calculated from the
equation for (a) for coated and uncoated stocks in terms of
percent dot area. The order in which these values are listed
for each tint is the following:
Measured area.
Predicted area.
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TABLE OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED AREAS FOR COATED STOCKS
Percent dot area on film.
(used just to reference tint area)
10 20 40 60 80
Sampl e
150 lines/ in
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dull
11. 18 ^7 0""7
12.37 23.40
12.64 24.27
12.37 25.97
13.46 26.59
12.37 25.97
42.51
42.99
45.60
45.98
48.47
46.95
64.51
62.89
67 . 04
65.04
67. 13
68.40
81.93
80. 17
81.76
82 . 03
84.97
84.22
133 1 i nes/i n .
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dull
12.0 25.03 43.68 66.59 83.45
12.56 23.73 42.46 65.57 80.58
13.30 26.34 43.98 68.67 83.24
1 4 . 03 26.32 45.50 66.93 82. 42
14.34 25.42 45.57 69.24 84.62
14.03 46.49 69.55 83.73
100 lines/in.
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dull
10. 11 22.39 43.39
11. 17 T")
<-"ic 41.69 60.73 79.86
11.21 24.86 43.59 64.91 82.90
11. 17 OT Q*~? 42.74 61.49 80.81
11.8 24.67 46. 17 61.25 82.79
12.67 ^"T Q'"? 43.77 63.72 82. 19
65 lines/in.
cast coat
enamel gloss
enamel dull
1 1 . 20 22.61 40 . 07 59.86 81.54
11.87 22.46 39. 19 58.88 79.61
11.62 21.41 41.28 ***** 81.65
11.87 22.46 40.33 ***** 80.09
10.81 23.57 42.05 . 61.03 81.02
1 1 . 87 22.46 41.46 61.31 80.57
Note: *****
damaged .
= data not. used found to be in error sample
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MEASURED AMD PREDICTED PERCENT DOT AREAS FOR UNCOATED STOCK
Percent dot area on film.
(used just to reference tint area)
10
Sample
150 lines/ in
20 40 60 80
LEDGER 12.64
13.85
133 1 i nes/i n ,
LEDGER 15.68
17.32
26.62
26.48
48.58
50.45
76.30
72.38
88.78
87.87
33,. 09
31.09
77.83
77.54 88,. 84
100 lines/in.
LEDGER 1 1 . 07
11.66
23.87
24.95
44.62
46.72
70.76
67. 15
87.88
84.75
LINES/IN,
LEDGER 1 1 . 33
12.62
22.59
22.68
43.42
41.56
64.44
61.89
83.32
83. 15
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APPENDIX J
In order to simplify taking the partial derivatives of
the Yule-Neilsen equation it was converted to reflectance
terms, and becomes the following:
Dr = -n logtl-a( 1-antilog (-Ds/n) ) :
-n
Dr = logHi-ad-antilog (-Ds/n) ) 1
Dr = log
Dr
10
(-Ds/n) n
l 1-a (1-10 )1
(-Ds/n) n
L"
1 -a ( 1 - 1 0 ) 1
Dr Dr
since 10 = 1/R, R = 1/ 10
R = C 1-a (1-10 (-Ds/n) ) Dn
Ds Ds
since Ds = - log Rs, 10 = 1/ Rs, Rs = 1/ 10
-Ds/n 1/n
and 10 = Rs therefore:
1/n n
R = Cl-ad-(Rs) ) 1
Far which the partial derivatives were calculated with
respect to (n,a,Rs). They are as follows:
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dR/dn
1/n n
R = Ll-ad-(Rs) ) 1
1/n
In R = n In Cl-ad-(Rs) )1
1/n
1/R dR/dn = In Cl-a(l-(Rs) )1 +
n
1/n
Cl-a(l-(Rs) )1
1/n
a(Rs> In (Rs)
(n)
-1 1/n
1/n n a(Rs) ln(Rs)
1/R dR/dn = In Cl-ad-(Rs) 1
1/n
El-ad-(Rs) )'D
1/n
dR/dn = Cl-ad-(Rs) ) ]
1/n -1 1/n
lnCl-ad-(Rs) )1 n a(Rs) ln(Rs)
1/n
Ll-ad-(Rs) ) 1
dR/da
1/n n
R = Cl-ad-(Rs) ) :
1/n n-1 1/n
dR/da = nCl-ad-(Rs) )1 X C-l+(Rs) :
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dR/dRs
1/n
R = Ll-a(l-.Rs) ) 1
1/n n-1 (<l/n)-l
dR/dRs = nCl-ad-(Rs) )1 X a.(Rs)
(n)
1/n (d/n)-l)
dR/dRs = tl-ad-(Rs) )1 X a(Rs)
From appendix G average values for n and Rs were
calculated for (cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull) as
6R0UP1 and (ledger) as GR0UP2. These values were used to
evaluate the partial derivatives in areas of low, medium and
high percent dot areas for both groups. The values
for these partials follow:
Low (a) Medium (a) High (a)
207. 407. 807.
@EQUE"i
dR/dn -.09 -.12 -.06
dR/da -1.25 -1.07 -.66
dR/dRs .63 1.09 1.34
GROUPS.
dR/dn -.05 -.07 -.03
dR/da -1.23 -1.02 -.61
dR/dRs .60 1.00 1.21
** Note GBI0UP1 average values for n=1.66, Rs=.04
** Note GR0UP2 average values for n=2.0, Rs=.08
Taking the absolute value of the above calculated values
and placing them in numerical order from high to low results
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in the following ranking of the significance of n, a and Rs
on the Yule - Neilsen equation for coated and uncoated
stocks. The following table was reported in the results
sect i on .
low 107.
dot area
Medium 407.
dot area
high 807.
dot area
GROUP 1
dR/d (n,a,Rs) a, Rs, n Rs, a, n Rs, a, n
Group2
dR/d (n,a,Rs) a, Rs , n a, Rs, n Rs, a, n
** Note: GR0UP1 (cast coat, enamel gloss and enamel dull),
GR0UP2 (ledger).
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